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Terry Crowe
Manager, Policy Planning
Re:

Richmond Response: The Vancouver International Airport Authority (YVR)
2037 Master Plan Highlights Document

Staff Recommendations

1. That the Vancouver International Airport Authority (YVR) be advised that the City of
Richmond supports YVR's 2037 Master Plan Highlights document outlining YVR's plans to
grow to an estimated 35 million passengers by 2037 and that YVR:
a. Maximize the capacity of all existing runways, justify the need for any future runway and
work with the City to protect the City's interests prior to pursuing any new runway;
b. Maintain existing transportation capacity on Sea Island for non-airport users, including
the preservation of the existing lanes on the Arthur Laing Bridge, Moray Channel Swing
Bridge, the Airport Connector Bridge, and Russ Baker Way for both airport and nonairport traffic;
c. Explore alternatives to the proposed extension of Templeton Road which may include
widening existing corridors, a more effective use of Cessna Drive and encouraging
alternate modes of travel;
d. Continue to minimize and mitigate noise, light and other impacts on Richmond residents
that may result from airport-related activities; and
e. Provide a copy of the final comprehensive YVR 2037 Master Plan document to the City
of Richmond for comment, before it is submitted to the Minister of Transport for
approval.
2. That the City and the Vancouver International Airport Authority (YVR) continue to work
together to coordinate land use, transportation, transit, servicing, amenity and environmental
planning;
3. That the Vancouver International Airport Authority (YVR), in conjunction with other
regional airports and stakeholders (e.g., NAV CANADA), be encouraged to prepare a
Regional Airport Strategy; and
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4. That a copy of this report be forwarded to the Vancouver International Airport Authority
(YVR).

Victor Wei, P.Eng.
Director, Transportation
(604-276-4131)

, ...o.trferry Crowe, MCIP
Manager, Policy Planning
(604-276-4139)
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Origin

This report reviews YVR's proposed 2037 Master Plan Highlights document, analyzes its
impacts on the City and provides recommendations that both support the airport's ongoing
success and protect the quality of life for Richmond residents.
This report supports Council's 2014-2018 Term Goal #3 A Well-Planned Community:
Adhere to effective planning and growth management practices to maintain and enhance
the livability, sustainability and desirability of our City and its neighbourhoods, and to
ensure the results match the intentions of our policies and bylaws.
This report supports Council's 2014-2018 Term Goal #5 Partnerships and Collaboration:
Continue development and utilization of collaborative approaches and partnerships with
intergovernmental and other agencies to help meet the needs of the Richmond
community.
5.1.

Advancement of City priorities through strong intergovernmental relationships.

Findings of Fact

2027 20-Year Master Plan
YVR's Master Plan is updated every 10 years. YVR's current Master Plan: YVR: Your Airport
2027 20-Year Master Plan was approved by the Minister of Transport in 2008. A key element of
that plan was the identification of options for a future third runway:

-

A new South Parallel Runway south of the existing South Runway- now called "the Close-In
south Parallel Runway"; and
A new Foreshore Runway extending westward from the Sea Island dyke into the ocean.

Attachment 1 provides a copy of the City's comments on the current 20-Year Master Plan in a
Report to Council dated September 6, 2006. The key issues at that time were:
1. The need to further analyse the impacts of a third runway;
2. The importance of not taking existing Sea Island transportation capacity away from other
non-airport users;
3. The need for a Regional Airport Strategy; and
4. Ongoing collaboration between the Vancouver International Airport Authority and the City
on land use, servicing and other issues.
These issues continue to be relevant today.
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YVR 203 7 Master Plan Process
In 2015, YVR commenced the preparation of a new Master Plan. The four phases of the
planning process are outlined below.

-

Phase 1- Our World in 2057 (completed September 2015):
Phase I focused on answering the following questions: What is your vision for the future 40
years from now? What do you think is needed to achieve this vision? What is the ideal
airport of the future? How does YVR help meet/serve your vision of the future?
While the Master Plan initially had a 40 year (to 2057), based on feedback, YVR refocused
the Master Plan, to look out over a 20 year period (to 2037) for all remaining Phases of the
process and gave it a new name: YVR 2037 Master Plan.

-

Phase 2 -Building a World Class Sustainable Airport (completed November 2016)
The purpose of Phase 2 of the YVR Master plan was to develop options that would respond
to airport growth. Six key focus areas were addressed: 1) Terminals; 2) Airside/Airspace;
3) Ground Access; 4) Environment; 5) Community Amenities and 6) Land Use.
As part of Phase 2, YVR provided a high level overview of the Master Plan to City staff. As
well, City staff attended several YVR meetings and provided detailed comments on each of the
six focus areas. These comments, dated November 30, 2016, are provided in Attachment 2.
Ensuring that airport-related growth would not negatively impact Richmond residents and
businesses was a main objective of staff's review.
Public consultation in Phase 2 included stakeholder meetings, an open house, community
road show events and feedback forms. YVR prepared a Phase 2 Consultation Summary
Report, which is available at the following link: http://www.yvr2037.ca/yyr-2037backgrounder/documents/5171/download. This report includes the City staff's comments from
November 30, 2016. High level feedback from all sources includes the following:
-

comments about the growth of YVR traffic and how it may increase noise levels in the
future;
support for a future Foreshore Runway, but concerns about its environmental impact;
general public support for a new North-South taxiway (NST) which would connect the
runway ends more efficiently to the terminal; and
recommendations for enhanced Canada Line service and an expanded cycling network
around Sea Island.

At the City's request, YVR provided specific Phase 2 feedback from Richmond residents
(Attachment 3). Of the 33 specific Richmond respondents (out of a total of 162), the majority
supported the following elements, or commented that they were important:
-
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greater support for a future Foreshore Runway (14 respondents), than a future South
Runway (7 respondents), now called "the Close-In south Parallel Runway";
'
minimizing noise impacts to neighbouring communities;
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a priority lane on Russ Baker Way for airport bound traffic to bypass Vancouver-Richmond
traffic; and
extending Templeton Street between Grant McConachie Way and Russ Baker Way
(approximately 25 out of32 respondents indicated that they either "strongly supported",
"supported" or "moderately supported" the extension).

The top three priority amenities for Richmond respondents were: 1) natural areas; 2), a plane
spotting platform; and 3) walking trails.

-

Phase 3- YVR 2037 Master Plan Highlights (completed March 2017)
In this phase, YVR prepared a draft Master Plan Highlights document (Attachment 4). While
not the actual Master Plan, the document identifies a preferred future state for each key plan
element. For example, a centralized terminal expansion was proposed as the best way to
accommodate an incremental expansion from 22 to 35 million passengers (between 2016 and
2037).
The YVR 203 7 Master Plan Highlights document anticipates the need for a possible
additional third runway during the timeframe of the 2037 Master Plan. It identifies two
possible runway options (i.e., the Foreshore and Close-In South Parallel Runways) and
wishes to protect both options, until YVR makes a decision nearer to 203 7. YVR notes that
they will conduct extensive planning, consultation, environmental permitting and regulatory
requirements in selecting and implementing a new runway. Currently, City staff are
exploring with YVR staff how to protect the City's interests and City staff will update
Council separately;

-

Phase 4- Approval ofYVR Master Plan: (2017/2018)
This phase will primarily focus on having the federal Minister of Transport approve the
Master Plan. When approved by the Minister, YVR will provide a copy of the Master Plan
to Richmond and the public. This phase will also focus on YVR determining key milestones
for future consultation during Master Plan implementation.

Further YVR Planning
YVR staff have indicated that they will work closely with City staff and other stakeholders to
implement the Master Plan. Recently, YVR staff confirmed that they will start work on a more
detailed sub-area plan for the eastern portion of Sea Island later in 2017. This will be the first subarea plan undertaken by YVR and will include the lands east of Templeton Station, and lands
between BCIT and the Dinsmore Bridge. YVR advises that their sub-area plans only require YVR
Board approval (not the Minister).
YVR's Planning Document Hierarchy
Attachment 5 shows YVR' s Planning Document Hierarchy which assists YVR in managing its
affairs and addressing the City's responses.
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Analysis
General
The goal of the YVR 2037 Master Plan is to ensure YVR can service its forecasted growth to 35
million passengers. YVR passenger growth correlates directly with the City's growth plans, as
set out in the 2041 Official Community Plan (OCP). YVR estimates that reaching 35 million
passengers will generate 5,000 to 7,000 additional jobs and $2.7 billion in additional Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). The City's employment projections indicate that 45,000 jobs will be
added by 2041, with most of this growth occurring in the City Centre, North Richmond and at
YVR. Therefore, passenger growth at YVR will enable the City to achieve its own future
employment and job growth objectives.
The draft YVR 2037 Master Plan has been reviewed by City departments including Policy
Planning, Transportation, Parks, Engineering and Economic Development. Throughout the
planning process to date, YVR staff have been diligent in communicating with and addressing
the questions and concerns of Richmond staff. City staff generally support the directions
contained in the draft 2037 Master Plan Highlights document. Each of the key Plan elements is
summarized below, along with City staffs proposed responses.
YVR' s Proposed 203 7 Master Plan Highlights and other Considerations
I.

Terminals
- YVR's recommendation: A centralized terminal expansion to accommodate 35 million
passengers by 2037;
- City staffs response: Support, as the recommended airside terminal central expansion
does not negatively affect the City.

2. Airside & Airspace
a. Future Runways
- YVR's recommendation: Preserve both possible third runway options (the
Foreshore and Close-In South Parallel Runways);
o YVR has indicated its intent to maximize the capacity of all existing
runways before pursuing an additional runway; and
o Undertaking extensive planning, consultation, environmental permitting and
regulatory requirements, to determine the need for and implications of
selecting and implementing a third new runway.
City staffs response:
o In response to the Council referral in 2006, City and YVR staff have been
exploring the impacts of the third runway on the City and how best to
protect the City's interests when the future runway is needed. Staff have
consistently advised YVR that the following conditions should be met for
any support from the City:
• maximizing the capacity of all existing runways;
• justifying the need for a third runway before it is pursued; and
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o

• ensuring that the City's interests and City Centre Area Plan (CCAP)
policies are not negatively impacted.
YVR staff have also advised that they were planning to preserve both
options of the potential third runway. YVR and City staff discussions have
so far been focused on the Close-In South Parallel Runway which would
have significant impacts on building heights in portions of the City Centre
(i.e. Lansdowne Village). To this end, YVR staff have initiated discussions
with City staff regarding changes to the airport zoning regulations in order
to preserve this runway option. The outcome of these discussions will be
reported out separately at a closed General Purposes Committee meeting in
June, 2017.

b. Proposed North-South Taxiway (NST)
- YVR's recommendation: Construct the NST (across Grant McConachie Way), as
a direct link between runway ends and the terminal which YVR expects will
enhance efficiency and help reduce GHG emissions;
City staff's response: Support.
c. Expand Use of the North Runway for Departures
YVR's recommendation: In the near term, explore expanding the use of the North
Runway, to delay the need for an additional runway;
City staff's response: Support, as this will allow existing runway capacity to be
used and is expected to have no perceptible increase in noise;
o Note that a separate Council report titled "Richmond Response: YVR Proposed
Phase 2 North Runway End Safety Areas (RESA) Options", dated May 8,
2017 (REDMS 5387271) which was presented to Planning Committee on May
16, 2017, indicates staff support for Option 2 for the north RESA, for similar
reasons.

3. Ground Access
a. Sea Island Way and Bridge Capacity
YVR's recommendation: Explore options for a high priority vehicle lane on Russ
Baker Way;
o YVR has indicated a commitment to good planning principles to ensure that
Sea Island roads and bridges are designed, planned and built for the good of
all users;
City staff's response: That YVR commit to maintaining existing transportation
capacity on Sea Island for non-airport users. This approach includes not
designating existing lanes on the Arthur Laing Bridge (Federal), Moray Channel
Swing Bridge (Provincial), the Airport Connector Bridge (Provincial), or on Russ
Baker Way (Federal) for the exclusive use of airport-traffic.
b. Templeton Road Extension
YVR's recommendation: Extend Templeton Road between Grant McConachie
Way and Russ Baker Way;
- City staff's response: That YVR:
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Explore alternatives which may include widening existing corridors, more
effective use of Cessna Drive and encouraging alternate modes of travel; and
Undertake additional consultation with Burkeville residents and the City,
before any extension to Templeton Roast is undertaken.

c. Bridge Replacement
- YVR' s recommendation: Implement upgrades or replacements to the Dinsmore
and Moray Channel Bridges;
- City staffs response: Support.
d. Alternate Modes of Travel
- YVR's recommendations: Work with TransLink and others to improve transit
options and prepare for ridesharing;
- City staffs response: Support, subject to YVR continuing to coordinate
transportation and transit plans and initiatives with the City.

4. Environment
a. GHG Reductions
- YVR's recommendation: Cut emissions by 33% over 2012levels by 2020;
o Note that YVR's GHG reduction targets are contained in a separate
Environmental Management Plan (EMP), which is updated every five years.
The EMP describes additional opportunities including the use of alternative
energy sources, the capture and reuse of rainwater, and minimizing waste,
- City staffs response: Support (for comparison, the City's OCP GHG reduction
targets are to reduce GHG emissions by 33% from 2007 levels by 2020 and 80%
by 2050).
b. Invasive Species Management
- YVR Recommendation: YVR has indicated that the Master Plan will reference
support of native species and drought resistant plants, and they will continue to
meet with the City's environment team;
o Note that YVR has prepared a draft Invasive Species Management Plan
which will be discussed with City staff at a future meeting.
- City staffs response: Support.

5. Community Amenities
a. Proposed Middle Arm: (1) Pedestrian & Cycling Bridge and (2) 360 Animation Study
- YVR's recommendation:
o While not specifically referenced in the 203 7 Master Plan Highlights
document, YVR has indicated that they support a future Middle Arm
pedestrian/cycling bridge over the Middle Arm and will discuss it, as part of
sub-area planning (see item 6b, below);
o YVR supports the opportunity for a joint Middle Arm 360 Animation Study
with the City.
City staffs response: Support. The purpose of the joint study is to improve
public access and enjoyment on both sides of and around the Middle Arm. Both
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the bridge and the study are expected to be initiated as part ofYVR's first subarea plan for the eastern part of Sea Island.

6. Land Use
a. Proposed YVR 2037 Master Plan Highlights Land Use Designations- General
- YVR's recommendation: The designations in the proposed YVR 2037 Master
Plan Highlights document are based on the current 2027 Land Use Plan and
modified to incorporate potential YVR uses and development beyond the 20-year
planning horizon (e.g., protecting two possible future third runway options,
protecting land within the airfield for a possible satellite terminal when capacity
exceeds 35 million passengers);
City staff's response: Support and, to make the Master Plan more readable and
user friendly, encourage YVR to include multiple map layers, a complete map
legend and references to YVR's sub-area plans.
b. YVR Land use Designations- Sea Island, Dinsmore Area
- The 2027 Master Plan designation for this area is:
o Groundside Commercial (e.g., includes designated commercial land uses
without airside system access such as flight kitchens, car rental service
facilities, fuel storage facilities, and other non-airport related, but airportcompatible commercial development activities); and
o Ground Access and Parking.
The proposed 2037 Master Plan Highlights designation is:
o Groundside which includes Aviation Related (e.g., uses that are directly
related to ongoing airport operations), Aviation Dependent (e.g., uses that
benefit from close access to aviation services) and Aviation Compatible
Uses (e.g., uses that support the ongoing development ofYVR as a
sustainable gateway and connecting hub); and
o Ground Access and Parking.
City staff response: Support, as YVR's proposed 2037 Master Plan Highlights
designations better encourage acceptable airport related uses (e.g., airport
education facilities) which do not generate non airport related vehicle traffic.
c. Future YVR Sub-Area Plans
- YVR's recommendation: YVR staff have indicated that they will begin working
closely with City staff and other stakeholders to implement the Master Plan later in
2017 to address land use issues in more detail through its various sub-area plans:
o Recently, YVR confirmed that they will start work on a more detailed sub-area
plan for the eastern portion of Sea Island later in 2017 which will be the first
sub-area plan undertaken by YVR and will include the lands: (1) east of
Templeton Station, and (2) between BCIT and the Dinsmore Bridge.
- City staff's response: Support, subject to the City and stakeholder involvement in
YVR's sub-area plans, and YVR's identification of appropriate land uses
(e.g., aviation dependent and compatible uses).
d. Design Guidelines
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- 10YVR' s recommendation: While not specifically referenced in the 203 7 Master
Plan Highlights document, YVR has indicated that their internal permitting
process already includes design standards and they will improve their urban
design guidelines and universal accessibility requirements over time;
City staffs response: Support, as this will build on YVR's unique design
framework and capitalize on its gateway role.

7. Regional Airport Strategy
- YVR's recommendation: Although not referenced in the 2037 Master Plan, YVR has
indicated that, as there is sufficient airspace capacity, they support a collaborative
mechanism to address potential airspace conflicts in a technical forum with NAV
CANADA and affected airports.
- City staffs response: That YVR, in conjunction with other regional airports and
stakeholders (e.g., NAY CANADA), be encouraged to prepare a Regional Airport
Strategy. (Note that in 2006, the Minister of Transport Canada concluded that the
preparation of a Regional Airport Strategy would best reside with the Vancouver
International Airport Authority and other regional airport operators.)
Status: YVR's 2037 Airport Noise Exposure Frequency (NEF) Study
- YVR's recommendation: YVR has advised that YVR's latest 2037 Airport Noise Exposure
Frequency (NEF) Study does not change its existing 2015 NEF contours or their noise impacts
which the City uses to manage its 2041 Official Community Plan (OCP) Aircraft Noise
Sensitive Development (ANSD) uses (e.g., residential, provincially approved K- 12 school and
day care facilities, and hospitals);
- City staffs response: Support, as the City can continue using existing OCP ANSD policies
which have been accepted by the community and developers.
Financial Impact

None.
Conclusion

YVR is in the process of preparing a new twenty year 203 7 Master Plan to replace the current
one which was adopted in 2008. The four phase planning process commenced in 2015, with
Phase 3, "YVR 2037 Master Plan Highlights" recently completed. City staff have participated
throughout the process and YVR staff have been responsive to the City's comments and
concerns. Overall, City staff supports the YVR 203 7 Master Plan Highlights document subject to
YVR: ensuring that the City's interests continue to be adequately protected, providing a copy of
the actual YVR 2037 Master Plan to the City of Richmond for comment before it is submitted to
the Minister of Transport for approval and preparing a Regional Airport Strategy in conjunction
with other regional airports and stakeholders (e.g., NAY CANADA).
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Tina Atva
Senior Planning Coordinator
604-276-4164
TA:cas
Att. 1: Report to Council dated September 6, 2006, "City Comments-Vancouver International
Airport Draft 20-Year Master Plan" (REDMS 2017182 & 1990009)
Att. 2: Richmond City Staffs November 30, 2016 Comments Regarding YVR's Proposed 2037
Master Plan, including YVR' s responses dated January 26, 2017 (REDMS 5318736)
Att. 3: YVR 2037 Master Plan Phase 2- Building A World Class Sustainable Airport
Consultation Summary Report of Richmond Residents' Feedback September to
November 2016 (REDMS 5325724)
Att. 4: YVR 2037 Master Plan Highlights (REDMS 5347867)
Att. 5: YVR' s Planning Document Hierarchy
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City of Richmond

Report to Council

To:

Richmond City Council

Date:

September 61h, 2006

From:

Mayor Malcolm D. Brodie
Chair, General Purposes Committee

File:

05-1400-20-02/2006Vol 01

Re:

CITY COMMENTS - VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT DRAFT 20YEAR MASTER PLAN
1

The General Purposes Committee, at its meeting held on Tuesday, September 5 b, 2006, considered
the attached report, and recommends as follows:
Committee Recommendation

That, (as per the report dated August 3ls1, 2006, from the Manager, Policy Planning, and
entitled "City Comments- Vancouver International Airport Draft 20-Year Master Plan''):
(1)

The comments in Attachment 1 (to the report dated August 31st, 2006, from the
Manager, Policy Planning), except for Section 5.4 regarding the runway, be approved
and forwarded to the Vancouver International Airport Authority (VIAA);

(2)

The matter of the third runway be referred to staff for further analysis, including the
need for a further runway, and the impacts of all the runway options including the
south runway and the foreshore runway, and that the VIAA be advised accordingly."

(3)

The City advise the VIAA that it does not support taking existing transportation
capacity away from non-airport users, such as designating part of the existing lanes on
the Arthur Laing Bridge, Moray Channel Swing Bridge or the Airport Connector
Bridge, for exclusive use by airport-traffic, and additional J/IAA and City collaboration
is required;

(4)

The City request that Transport Canada, with the Vancouver International Airport
Authority and the other regional airports, prepare a Regional Airport Strategy; and

(5)

The City and Vancouver International Airport Authority continue to work together to
better integrate Sea Island, Middle Arm and City Centre land use, transportation,
transit, servicing, flood protection management, infrastructure, amenity and
environmental planning.

(6)

The City request that the Vancouver International Airport Authority and the
Department of Transport rename the Vancouver International Airport to be the
"Vancouver/Richmond International Airport", to be reflective of a shifting regional
emphasis and Richmond's premier role in the development of the Asia Pacific Gateway
trade, commerce and relationships.

Mayor Malcolm D. Brodie, Chair
General Purposes Committee
Attach.
2017182
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VARIANCE
Please note that staff recommended the following for Parts I and 2, and that Committee added
Part 6:
(1)

The comments in Attachment I (to the report dated August 3I 5\ 2006, from the Manager,
Policy Planning), be approved and forwarded to the Vancouver International Airport
Authority (VIAA);

(2)

The City recommends that a future third runway be located in the foreshore west of Sea
Island, with appropriate mitigation;

2017182
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On May 11, 2006, the Vancouver International Airport Authority (VIAA) officially released the
Authority's draft 20-year Master Plan called YVR: Your Airport 2027 (Attachment 2). The
deadline for public comments is August 31, 2006 (VIAA has agreed to extend the deadline to
receive the City's comments).
Findings Of Fact

During the past two years, the Vancouver International Airport Authority has undertaken an
extensive review of its projected operations for the next 40 years (e.g., Forum '44). Based on a
medium-term growth strategy, they have prepared a flexible draft 20-year Master Plan to achieve
this growth scenario, without precluding the potential for further growth related improvements
over a 40-year period.
The Airport Authority conducted extensive consultations on this draft plan this summer with its
key stakeholders, the GVRD, municipalities, business partners and the general public. Feedback
on the recommendations will be used in refining the 20-year Master Plan. The Airport Authority
must submit the proposed 2027 Airport Land Use Plan to the federal Minister of Transport for
approval in 2007.
The draft plan key recommendations for the 2007-2027 planning period include:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maintaining YVR's position as the region's premier airport;
Maximizing existing runway efficiency;
Expanding the passenger terminal facilities;
Providing convenient and efficient ground access to the airport; and
Securing options for future runway expansion.

The City recognizes the airport's very significant strategic and economic importance to the City,
the Greater Vancouver Regional District, the Province and Canada. The City of Richmond and
the Vancouver International Airport Authority have cooperated extensively over the years in
establishing mutually agreeable arrangements on matters of common interest. Liaison has
included regular meetings and presentations by the Airport Authority to City Council and staff,
and the inclusion of City nominated representatives to the Airport Authority Board of Directors,
as well as to the Airport Noise Management Committee and the Environmental Advisory
Committee. On July 11, 2006, the VIAA held a public meeting regarding airport plans and noise
management, the findings of which will be presented to the General Purposes Committee on a
date to be determined in the Fall2006.
Analysis

General
The draft 20-year Master Plan, YVR: Your Airport 2027, has been referred to and reviewed by
City departments, including Finance, Policy Planning, Transportation, Parks, Engineering,
Police, and Fire.
On the whole, the Airport Authority is to be commended for the innovative dialogues it has held
with stakeholders to look 40 years into the future, and in taking a good step by developing a 20year Master Plan based on these visioning sessions. The City supports the VIAA Gateway
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concept, which sees the airport as a vital link for business and travel between the Asia-Pacific
region and the Americas.
The City's comments on the Draft 2027 Plan are presented in Attachment 1, and include:
•

Support for the sustainability framework; promoting economic growth, environmental
stewardship and a quality work environment; and transparent and accountable governance to
achieve these goals;

•

Support for the conservative and incremental approach to new development;

•

Support to continue to explore airport demand management options, including consultation
with regional airports, to allow for certainty of infrastructure investment and increased
growth while minimizing the need for future runway expansion;

•

Support for passenger terminal expansions that realize the potential of the Canada Line for
ground transportation;

•

Support for further discussions on the proposed ground transportation road network in
coordination with the City; and

•

Support for improved Airport and City integrated land use, servicing, trail, open space,
infrastructure, flood protection management and environmental planning between Sea Island
and the City Centre.

Proposed Third Runway in Foreshore (Attachmelltl, Item 5.4)

In the eventuality that future airport demand requires the planning and construction of a third
runway, the City recommends that it be located in the foreshore west of Sea Island. This location
will minimize the negative impacts on the City (e.g., aircraft noise and building height
limitations), subject to significant environmental review and mitigation measures and further
investigation of airport demand management strategies. As the City extensively reviewed the
aircraft noise implications in 2004, and given that a new south runway would generate greater
negative impacts than a foreshore runway, the latter is recommended. Mitigation, as appropriate,
is recommended.
TakingAwayExistingNon-Airport Transportation Capability (Attachment 1, Item 7.4)

Regarding ground transportation improvements required to meet the future needs of the airport,
the proposed YVR Master Plan recommends:
•

Working with partner agencies and governments to ensure priority for airport traffic as nonairport demands for bridge capacity intensify;

•

Implementing a dedicated airport access lane northbound on Russ Baker Way; and

•

Protecting the Middle Arm Bridge access (Sea Island Connector/Moray Channel Bridge)
from encroachment by non-airport traffic, working with government partners to replace the
Moray Channel Swing Bridge and improving access to Highway 99.

While staff recognize that road capacity may need to be expanded to meet the future ground
traffic movements in and out of Sea Island, the transportation improvement strategy must take
into consideration the impacts on existing non-airport users of the roadway system. Given that
the majority of the road users of the bridge system in the area are non-airport related, any
measures effecting the reduction of capacity for these users would cause severe traffic delays and
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congestion, and therefore have significant community impacts. The continued cooperation
between VIAA and the City in developing mutually acceptable solutions is essential to ensure
that the two parties will continue to benefit from growth in both areas. This is consistent with
the spirit of the 1992 agreement between Transport Canada and the City for connecting the No. 2
Road Bridge to the Russ Baker Way/Arthur Laing Bridge corridor.
Staff therefore recommend that the City continue to work with the VIAA to jointly develop the
ground transportation strategies that would not negatively impact on the existing road capacity
for non-airport users in the area.
Regional Airport Strategy (Attachment I, Item I 3.1)
The demand for the further expansion of facilities at Vancouver International Airport needs to be
reviewed in context with the roles and options for the expansion of the other regional airports.
The City supports the Airport Authority recommendation to establish an ongoing mechanism for
coordinating Lower Mainland Airports at the operational and governance levels.
Staff recommend that Transport Canada be requested to initiate a Regional Airport Strategy
among Transport Canada, VIAA and the other regional airports (Abbotsford, Boundary Bay,
Chilliwack, Pitt Meadows, Langley). This work is essential to provide land use and infrastructure
investment certainty by defining, in a mutually agreeable manner, the long term role of each
airport (e.g., their respective international/domestic/ seaplane/small aircraft/jet and
passenger/cargo roles and volume splits).
This Regional Airport Strategy will ensure certainty among regional airports, the GVRD,
Translink and municipalities who invest in airport growth, infrastructure, roads and services.
Sea Island, Middle Arm and Lulu Island Planning (Items 7. 0 and 12.1)
The City is currently updating the City Centre Area Plan. As the VIAA is preparing to update its
own Land Use Plan, there is an excellent opportunity for both parties to better coordinate their
efforts in order to achieve an integrated plan for the Middle Arm and the shoreline areas. An
integrated plan will promote complementary and effective land uses and high quality amenities,
including improved pedestrian and bicycle connections, parks, trails, and environmental quality,
particularly along both sides ofthe Middle Arm.
The City and VIAA will continue to work together in areas of the public interest, including:
•

Transportation and transit planning;

•

Safety and security measures;

•

Fire and rescue service delivery and response capabilities;

•

Co-ordination of flood protection; and

•

Aircraft noise mitigation.

City-VIAA Sta[[Consultation to Date
City and VIAA staff have discussed this report, and:
• Agree on most matters, including the YVR Gateway Strategy.
• Disagree on the following matters:
Proposed South Parallel Runway; and
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Exclusive Airport use of Arthur Laing Bridge or the Airport Connector.
Financial Impact

None.
Conclusion

Staff recommend that the City provide the Vancouver International Airport Authority with
comments on the Draft 20-Year Master Plan entitled YVR: Your Airport 2027, as per
Attachment 1.
In particular, staff recommend that:
•

The City support the proposed foreshore runway option;

•

Transport Canada work with the VIAA and regional airports and federal agencies to
establish a Regional Airport Strategy; and

•

The City and VIAA continue to work together to coordinate land use and transportation
planning efforts for the Middle Arm and adjacent areas.

Eric Fiss
Policy Planner (4193)
EF:cas
Attachment 1: Summary of City Comments Regarding the Draft 20-Year Master Plan
Attachment 2: YVR: Your Airport 2027, Draft 20-Year Master Plan for Consultation
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City Comments

YVR: Your Airport 2027 Draft 20-Year Master Plan for Consultation
ISSUE

1.0
1.1

CITY COMMENTS

OVERVIEW
The Airport Authority's key
recommendations for the 2007-2027
planning period, as contained in the
report YVR: Your Airport 2027,
include:
1. Maintaining YVR's position as the
region's premier airport;
2. Maximizing existing runway and
taxiway efficiency;
3. Expanding the passenger terminal
facilities;
4. Providing convenient and efficient
ground access to the airport;
5. Securing options for future runway
expansion.

2.0

YVR GATEWAY STRATEGY

2.1

To be a "premier global gateway of
choice, capitalizing on YVR's unique
geographic location ... "

2.0

SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
Economic-

2.2

Promote economic growth and minimize
negative impacts on communities and
the environment.

2.3

Environment References the "VIAA Environmental
Policy" & "Environmental Management
Plan"

2.4

SocialCommitted to a quality work
environment, accessibility, and
transparenUtimely communication with
customers and affected communities

2.5

Governance -

•

1990009

Accepting of accountability for
social, economic, and
environmental issues, while
meeting the business objectives of
the Airport Authority and the
communities it serves

•
•

The Airport Authority is commended for their
thorough process and communications
program, and in particular for their
engagement of youth as a key stakeholder.
Support for key recommendations, as
follows:
1. Support
2. Support
3. Support, as required to meet terminal
capacity demands
4. Support
5. Support, provided that impacts on City
livability and the environment are
minimized

Support
• The intent is consistent with Richmond's
objective for economic development, the City
Centre, and creation of a "premier urban
riverfront community" and "Olympic
Gateway".
Support
• The focus of the 2005 Report, "Vancouver
International Airport Economic Impact," is on
steady growth in job creation (26, 700 jobs in
the Lower Mainland, $3.4 billion in economic
output, and $22 million in municipal
government taxes).
Support
• VIAA has provided leadership in corporate
environmental programs, including energy
reduction, recycling, and fuel efficiency (e.g.,
support for hydro_g_en highway).
Support, subject to additional efforts
• Plan is focused on airport operations and
Sea Island. The City and VIAA will work
together to review opportunities to better
coordinate planning with surrounding
communities (e.g., improved community
consultation, recreation opportunities,
transportation, transit, housin_a, employment).
Support, subject to additional efforts
• Continued coordination and cooperation on
business interests should continue (e.g.,
Canada Line, land use planning, ground
transportation). The benefits of selected
Options need to be clearly stated.
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3.0
3.1

I

4.0
4.1

5.0
5.1

5.2

5.3
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ISSUE
CONSULTATION PROCESS
Consultation Principles:
• Transparency, broad and inclusive
• Flexible and responsive
• Excellent communications
• Five-stage process
REQUIREMENTS/
RECOMMENDATIONS
A conservative and incremental
development approach is
recommended to reflect the uncertainty
in forecasting future passenger and
cargo volumes.
AIRSIDE SYSTEM
Runway Movements Capacity:
• 2005 actual: 275,000
• 2005 capacity: 400,000
• 2005 capacity with simultaneous
departures and arrivals: 450,000
• 2027 forecast: 484,000 new
runway needed
2044
forecast: 600,000 new
•
runway needed
Runway End Safety Area (RESA)
• Proposed new safety requirements
will require increases in runway
lengths for emergency landings
• Extend the north runway eastward
by 600 m and the south runway by
150-300 m to accommodate
proposed Runway End Safe Area
(RESA) requirements
Taxiway Improvements Addition of a North-South Taxiway

Maximizing Runway Capacity
• Full use of north and south
runways
• Simultaneous Parallel independent
Departures (SPIDS) (e.g., use of
the north runway for departures
during peak periods, in addition to
the typical south runway
departures.
• Simultaneous Parallel independent
Runway Operations (SPIRO) with
a 50/50 split of usage by both
runways for both departures and
arrivals.
• Manage scheduling hours (e.g.,
shift some peak period flights to

CITY COMMENTS

Support
• The Airport is to be commended for their
consultation principles and communications
efforts which included numerous public
information displays and meetings with
stakeholders.

Support
• Consideration should be given to updating:
- The airport demand forecasts regularly
(e.g., yearly) to maintain flexibility with
economic influences, and
- The Master Plan every five years.
Support:
• The City supports growth at YVR, and will
work together with the Airport Authority to
explore and implement options for airport
demand management (as described in the
Technical Report 5.0), including:
Scheduling alternatives to reduce the
number of movements at peak times;
- Cooperation with neighbouring airports
to reduce traffic at YVR during peak
periods (e.g., shifting some routes to
Abbotsford); and
- Implementing demand management
measures of the fleet mix for increased
airport efficiency.

-

Support, with comments
Close consultation with Burkeville community
is required to ensure that any concerns about
noise impacts are adequately heard and
addressed.
Support, with comments
• Support for Simultaneous Parallel
Independent Departures (SPIDS), that is use
of both the North and South Runways,
concurrently, for departures during periods of
peak demand. YVR is a 24/7 airport and the
North Runway may be used for departures
under its current approved operating
procedures.
• Increased operations with independent
usage of both runways (SPIRO) for
departures and arrivals will raise concerns
and steps will have to be taken to address
them.
• Eastward runway extension of North runway
is acceptable if no change to the Airport

•
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5.4

ISSUE
non-peak periods)
• Extend the north runway eastward
to accommodate flights departing
Runway 26R to Asia, (to avoid
environmental impacts on lands to
the west of the runway)
Adding Runway Capacity
Proposes 2 new runway options:
• Foreshore Runway- for arrivals
and departures
• South Parallel Runway - 24-hr
runway designed for arrivals, comanaged with departures on the
existing South Runway.

CITY COMMENTS
Zoning Regulations (height restrictions)
would be required, and changes to the NEF
noise exposure contours would be minimal
(marginal increased noise).

Support- Foreshore Runway
• Preference for the Foreshore Runway is
supported, with significant environmental
mitigation and further investigation.
• The potential public benefits, include:
- Enhancement of habitat;
- Improvements to lana Sewage
Treatment Facility;
- Increased potential for night flights over
water, and therefore reduced use of
north and south runways, with reduced
noise impacts on the City, and improved
cost benefits to VIAA;
- Conservation on Sea Island
Increased economic and employment
benefits.
Non-Support- South Parallel Runway
• South Parallel Runway is unacceptable due
to:
- Significant impacts on livability for
existing residents;
- Significant impacts on the future city
Centre livability and building heights; and
- Land required that could otherwise be
used for other airport related uses,
services and businesses.

-

6.0
6.1

7.0
7.1
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PASSENGER TERMINALS
The plan makes 5 recommendations:
1. North East terminal expansion
2. South East reserve area for
terminal expansion (or for 2010
Winter Olympic requirements)
3. Select facilities at Canada Line
Station #1
4. Maintain South Terminal and
reserve area for possible South
Parallel Runway
5. Maintain floatplane terminal and
consider relocation in the event of
South Parallel Runway

Support
• Consider opportunities for transit links
between the South Terminal, floatplane
terminal, other Sea Island locations, and
downtown Richmond with ground shuttles,
to:
- Minimize unnecessary ground traffic
(e.g., passengers and employees
moving around Sea Island; and
arriving/departing via the Canada Line)
Support viable business growth -and
complementary uses on and off Sea
Island.

-

GROUNDACCESSandPAR~NG

The Airport Authority recommends the
following measures to improve ground
access and transportation:

Conditional Support
The Airport Authority is commended for
revising the ground transportation
recommendations in the Draft Plan from the
earlier version used for public consultation,
as the current Plan calls for a more
collaborative approach in finding solutions.
• Continued consultation is recommended .

•
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ISSUE
Transportation demand
management to maximize Canada
Line use:

7.2

•

7.3

•

Not pursuing an extension of
Templeton Road south to the
Dinsmore Bridge

7.4

•

Protecting the Middle Arm Bridge
access from encroachment by nonairport traffic
Ensure priority for airport traffic on
bridges to Sea Island
Implementing a dedicated north
bound airport access lane on Russ
Baker Way

•

•

7.5

•

7.6
7.7

•
•

7.8

•

Replace the Moray Channel Swing
Bridge
lmprovinQ access to HiQhwav 99
Offering public parking options and
accommodating car rentals
Adding capacity and improvements
to the Sea Island road network

CITY COMMENTS
Conditional Support
• Include a section in the Plan to provide an
overview on how the ground transportation
plan fits into the overall transportation
planning context- in particular, the goals
and objectives of the GVRD's LRSP, GVTA's
10-Year Outlook, City of Vancouver's OCP,
and Richmond's OCP, City Centre Area Plan
and Transportation Plan.
• In order to minimize the demand of airportrelated vehicular traffic on bridge crossings in
and out of Sea Island, remote check-in
facilities should be aggressively pursued at
various Canada Line stations so that
vehicular drop-off/pick-up activities can be
accommodated as alternatives outside of
Sea Island.
Support
• Addresses and responds to concerns of the
Burkeville community.
• Consensus achieved through extensive
consultative process.
Conditional Support
• These principles should only be applied to
newly added capacity funded solely by the
airport that is non-existing today.
Not Supported
• Taking away existing transportation capacity
from non-airport users, such as designating
part of the existing lanes on the Arthur Laing
Bridge, Moray Channel Swing Bridge or
Airport Connector Bridge, for exclusive use
by airport-traffic,· is not supported by
Richmond, as Richmond is growing.
• Recommend additional VIM and City
collaboration.
Support

Support
Support
Conditional Support
• The City and VIAA are to continue working
together to gauge the actual demand of
vehicular traffic in the airport area on a
regular basis so that the appropriate
infrastructure improvements can be planned
in a timely and accurate manner and that any
added road capacities would not be overbuilt.
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7.9

•

7.10

•

8.0
8.1

9.0
9.1

10.0
10.1

10.2

ISSUE
Reviewing commercial ground
transportation to reduce
unnecessary trips
Requiring non-airport related
commercial development to assess
traffic impacts

CARGO
The Airport Authority recommends:
• Increasing the efficiency of existing
facilities;
• Providing a significant area (70 ha)
within the Land Use Plan for cargo
needs;
• Developing a Cargo Village in the
Northlands; and
• Relocation of the YVR Works Yard
(currently to the West of Burkeville)
to better utilize this core site.
AIRPORT SUPPORT SERVICES
Air Traffic Control
• The detailed design of future NAV
Canada air traffic control facilities
must consider control tower sight
lines and radar.
COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS
Airside Commercial
• Set aside sufficient land to meet
the needs of airside commercial
operations with direct access to the
airside system (e.g., air cargo,
maintenance).
Groundside Commercial
• Include lands for both airportrelated commercial uses and nonairport related uses, as surplus
land is available (e.g., lands
located near the Arthur Laing and
Dinsmore Bridges, plus along Russ
Baker Way to the terminal)

CITY COMMENTS

Support

Support
• Traffic generated by non-airport related
commercial development on Sea Island
should be managed the same way as other
non-airport related commercial development
outside of Sea Island, and not be regarded
as airport-priority traffic.
Support
• Additional informational is required regarding
the amount and nature of cargo-related uses
to better understand:
Transportation implications; and
- Potential business impacts and benefits.

Support
• Continued consultation between the Airport
Authority and the City is required to address
air traffic safety requirements.

Support

Support
Additional information and a business case is
required to support the development of nonairport related commercial uses, and in
particular:
- Allow uses that are complementary to the
downtown in use, form and character; and
to proposed City Centre Richmond
development -especially in the case of
office uses;
Traffic management to ensure that the
new uses will not adversely impact Sea
Island road network; and
Encourage uses that will use the Canada
Line.

•

-
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11.0
11.1

12.0
12.1

13.0
13.1

14.0
14.1

ISSUE
UTILITIES
Aviation Fuel Supply and Storage
• The Airport Authority will continue to
work with regulatory agencies and
the City of Richmond to select a
sustainable fuel-supply option that
meets the needs of the airport and
the surrounding communities.
RECREATIONAL AREAS
Riverside Walk/Bike Path and
Playing Fields
• The Airport Authority will continue to
work with the City of Richmond to
provide outdoor recreational
opportunities to enhance the
public's enjoyment of Sea Island.

REGIONAL AIRPORT SYSTEM
• The Airport Authority recommends
establishing an ongoing
mechanism for coordinating Lower
mainland Airports at the
operational and governance levels.

PROPOSED 2027 AIRPORT LAND
USE PLAN AND GATEWAY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
• The Airport must submit the 2027
Airport Land Use Plan to the
federal Minister of Transport for
approval.

•

1990009

The proposed changes to the 2015
Land Use Plan are necessitated by
the gateway recommendations
outlined by the Airport Authority.

CITY COMMENTS

Support
• Further consultation is required to understand
the possible impacts on:
Lulu Island developmenUiivability/safety
- Sea Island recreation/wildlife/environment
- Environmental issues affecting the river
Support
• Complements the City Centre, recreational
river uses, the Oval, and development of
Moray Channel as a "premier urban riverfront";
• The City and VIAA are to continue working
together to jointly prepare a detailed multi-year
Parks and Recreation Plan for Sea Island with
an Implementation Strategy, including the
Riverside Walk/Bike Path, and to ensure that
locations are available for existing and future
picnic areas andpla}'ing fields.
Support
Request that Transport Canada prepare a
Regional Airport Strategy with VIAA and the
other regional airports (Abbotsford, Boundary
Bay, Chilliwack, Pitt Meadows, Langley) to
provide land use and infrastructure investment
certainty by determining the long term role of
each airport (e.g., their respective
international/domestic, sea plane/small
aircrafUjet, and passenger/cargo volume
splits).
This
will ensure certainty over the long term in
•
planning and investing in airport growth,
infrastructure, roads and services.

•

Conditional Support
The City supports the Foreshore Runway
option and does not support the proposed
South Parallel Runway option;
• Additional detail is required for the plan's land
use designations to provide adequate guidance
and clarity for the airport, their customers, and
their neighbours.
• Additional planning coordination with the City
of Richmond is encouraged, particularly in
coordinating with current planning initiatives
(e.g., City Centre Update).
• The Land Use Plan needs to be updated
regularly (e.g., every five years) to ensure that
it continues to correspond to trends and
projections for airport demand.

•
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The Airport Authority's mission is to serve all communities. This draft 20-Year Master Plan is meant to generate discussion around our recommendations and to find out whether you
think we're on the right path . To enable you to immerse yourself as deeply as you'd like in the master planning process, further information is provided on our website: www.yvr.ca.

This document is a gateway to the rigorous econom ic, social, environmenta l and governance considerations and analysis involved in ensuring YVR can meet the needs and asp irations
of the communities it serves. It outlines many views- sometimes conflicting- about how best to plan for a future that is by definition uncertain.

During the past two years, Vancouver International Airport Authority has spol<en with hundreds of British Columb ians to understand your future aspirations for your communities and
your country and to identify how YVR can best support your vision. What you told us formed the bas is for this draft plan, which outlines our recommendations for ach ieving the
future you've articulated for yourselves and for YVR.

Vancouver International Airport (YVR) is B.C.'s airport. It enables us. as British Columbians, to welcome the world , pursue our business goals and embrace family and friends.
YVR is a premier gateway to .the Pacific, a leading employer of many and, we hope. a source of pride for all .

WELCOME TO YVR

FACSIMILE

604.276.6565

master_plan@yvr.ca

TELEPHONE

604.303 .3438

www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Year Master Plan

www.yvr.ca

RICHMOND BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA V7B 1Y7

PO BOX 23750AIRPORT POSTAL OUTLET

YVR: YOUR AIRPORT 2027: 20-YEAR MASTER PLAN

To enable the Airport Authority to meet the consultation goals outlined in chapter 3 of this document. please provide your comments by August 31, 2006.

®

<§)

e

We encourage you to read this document and visit our website. You can provide your thoughts. comments, questions or concerns online or by emailing, writing, faxing or calling us at:

We hope you will agree with our vision of how YVR can best meet your future needs and aspirations, but if we have not asked the right questions, or if we have arrived at answers
that do not make sense to you. we hope you wi II tell us.
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To accommodate future passenge1· needs, meet the aspirati ons of the communi t ies it
serves and achieve its gateway strategy, the Airport Authority must have an effective
and flexible 20-year plan.

As the closest maJor West Coast airport to Asia, YVR enjoys a significant competitive
advantage. The Airport Authority's vision is to be a premier global gateway of choice,
connecting the Asia-Pacific Region and the Americas . As a gateway of choice, YVR
offers, and can continue to offer, better servi ce in terms of destinations, frequency
and airlines than the local market cou ld otherwise support Thi s provides, and will
continue to provide, additiona l opportunities for local business to participate in the
global economy, for tourists to visit B.C. and for British Columbians to travel overseas.

Under a medium-growth scenario for the 20-yea1· planning horizon, passenger, aircraft and
cargo demands on YVR will increase to an es timated 33.4 million passengers, 484,000
ai rcraft arrivals and departures, and 500,000 tonnes of cargo annually. As with all
projections , there are risks and uncertainties associated with these forecasts and they
will require frequent review, di scuss ion and adjustment.

RUNWAY [TAKEOFFS AND LANDINGS]
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2027 Forecasts-Low, Medium, High Growth Scenarios

------

PASSENGERS [MILLIO NS]
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Forecasts from governments. companies and agenc1es suggest that the global, national
and local demand for air travel will grow between 2007 and 2027. To ensu re it can
meet future passenger and cargo needs . the Airport Authority has considered a range of
possible air travel scenarios out to 2027 and developed low-, medium- and high-growth
scenarios. A low-growth scenario could result from slower than anticipated econom ic
growth, external health or security concerns or increasing fue l costs while a high-growth
future could occur if the demand for air travel to and from emerging Asian markets grows
more rapidly than expected.

Vancouver International Airport (YVR) is Canada's second-busiest airport and the secondlargest international passenger gateway on the West Coast of North America. In 2005 ,
YVR served a record 16.4 million passengers, handled 275,000 aircraft takeoffs and
landings on its runways and saw 223,700 tonnes of air cargo loaded on and off aircraft.
YVR is a key economic contributor. creating 2.3% of total employment in Greater
Vancouver and contributin g $6 .8 billion to B.C.'s economy.
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This draft 20-Year Master Plan identifies key cllanges and upgrades that will be required
to meet YVR's needs to 2027 and provides the Airport Authority's recommendations for
meeting these needs. It outlines the influences and forecasts tllat will shape the airport's
med ium-term future, and summari zes the master planning consultation process and
stakeholder feedback received . This document includes a timeline and description of
recommended gateway development projects as well as a draft of the proposed 2027
Airport Land Use Plan that must be submitted to the federa l Minister of Transport for·
approval as part or the master planning process.

Tim ing for these recommendations will depend on demand. Using the medium-growth
forecasts, deve lopment of new infrastructure is estimated to be required at various
intervals during the next 20 years, as shown in the timeline below.

1. YVR continues to be the region's principal, fu ll -service airport located on Sea Island;
2. Maximizing efficiency of the ex isting runway and taxiway system by extend ing the
parallel runways and by bui lding a North-South Taxiway;
3. Building new passenger terminal facilities and customs hall;
4. Ensuring conven ient access to the airport by maximizing use of the Canada Line,
implementing demand management initiatives, reclaiming bridge capacity for airport
users and making smart land-use decis ions;
5 . Protecting options for a Future runway, if and when required to meet future demand.

At a high level, the Airport Authority's recommendations for the 2007-2027 planning
horizon include:

those requirements, sough t stakeholder feedback on the variou s options and measured
each option against key sustainabi li ty criteria. Based on this analysis, th e Airport
Authority has created a list of recommendations for development at YVR to respond
to British Columbia's growth to 2027.

-·-·--o

Having gathered information on the needs and aspirations of the communities it serves
for the planning period, the Airport Authority identified a number of options to meet

With a clear long-term vision, the Airport Authority then looked at YVR's medium-term
future using a variety of forecasting tools to prQject airport demand through to 2027.
This work identified what steps will be needed over the next 20 years to support the
longer-term vision. The Ai rport Authority conducted extensive consultations with business
partners, municipal. provinc ial and federal governments , First Nations, technical experts,
passengers, and local commun iti es.

These consultations took place in three forums "Flying 40 Years into B.C.'s Future"
namely: Forum '44, Generation YVR and B.C. Communities. Input received through these
forums indicated that air travel would conti nu e to be vital over the long-term, that YVR
will rema in a key economic generator for B.C. and that the airport will continue to play a
central role as a Pacific gateway to North America. These views contributed to a longterm development study that concluded YVR shou ld continue to be the region's principal ,
full-service airport and that the airport should remain located on Sea Island.

Though the Master Plan covers a 20-year period, the Airport Authority must ensure
that this medium-term strategy does not rule out or preclude options over the longer
term (a 40-year horizon) In preparing this draft 20-Year· Master Plan, the Airport
Author ity f irst consulted with business partners, stakeholders and young members of
the community to understand their long-term visions and aspirations for British Columbia
and the region.

YVR's 20-Year Master Plan outlines how the Airport Authority will meet the needs of
its stakeholders and the communities it serves over the medium-term (20-year period)
while supporting YVR's longer-term viability and achieving key strategic o~ectives.
While the Airport Authority's lease with Transport Canada requires that the Master Plan
be updated every 10 years. the plan can be updated more frequently if necessary to
respond to unforeseen changes, challenges or opportunities.
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-The demand for passenger and cargo air transport wi ll grow faster tllan the population
or the economy. Passenger ai r travel wil l become more affordable, enabling more
people to travel by air. However, the demand for air transport may be negatively
impacted by fuel costs and the impact of global climate change.
-Major new markets for air travel will emerge. China is expected to become one of the
largest generators of tourists, growing from 12 million outbound tourists in 2001 to
100 million by 2020. Other emerg ing outbound tourism markets include India and
Latin America.
-A growing demand for air transpot·t will put pressure on local and regional
transportation systems. Airports will need to be integrated into regional transportation
systems that utilize high-capacity mass transit to move people.
- As a result of government and industry initiatives. the noise impacts of aircraft have
been reduced. Using new technologies, the aviation industry will continue to work
towards minimizing noise impacts.
-Smart technologies will help to reduce costs, improve customer service and expedite the
movement of passengers through borders, security and health screening processes.

e

www.yvr.ca > Who We Are > YVR Economic Impact Study

Being the international gateway of choice creates significant economic benefits
along with opportunities for .local business to partic ipate in the global economy,
tourists to vis it B.C. and British Columbians to travel overseas. International
fli ghts create significantly more employment than domestic or transborder (U.S.) flights.
According to the 2005 Econom ic Impact Study of the Vancouver International Airport
distributed in March 2006, a twice-daily domestic flight generates 82 hours of
employment per flight or 38 person years annual ly. By comparison, a twice-daily
international flight creates 795 hours of employment per flight. Over a year, this
equals 369 pet·son years of employment.

The Airport Authority's vision is to be a premier global gateway of choice. capitalizing
on YVR's unique geographic location as the closest West Coast airport to Asia, and
connecting the Asia-Pacific region and the Americas.

YVR GATEWAY STRATEGY AND ECONOMIC IMPACT

While the world's gross domestic product (GOP) is expected to grow 2.9% an nually
-Wh il e it is difficult to predictjust how the airline industry wi ll be structured 20
between now and 2025, annual passenger growth will likely average 5.2% and annual
years from now, it is clear that fundamental change is underway. Airports must be
cargo volumes, 6.2%. Increased worldwide travel will be stimulated by economic growth,
flexible enough to accommodate a changing airline marketp lace, which may include
consolidation and increased services from low-cost carriers.
lower fares, additional world trade and service improvements. Driven by decl ining costs
and improved log istics systems, air cargo has grown at roughly three times the rate of the -Future passenger and cargo needs wi ll be addressed with a range of aircraft types,
world economy (as seen in the graph on page 6) and cargo transport is expected to increase
ranging from the 555-seat Airbus A380 to the smal ler, long-range Boeing 787
at an average of 6.2% annual ly over the next 20 years.
Dream liner, from reg ional jets with between 50 and 100 seats to 4-6 seat MicrQjets.
-More and more, airports are exploring creative solutions for managing growth,
To accommodate this growth, the world airliner fleet will grow to approximately 35,000
including expanding their boundaries or using lands outside current boundaries
passenger and cargojets by 2023, according to Boeing's 2005 Current Market Outlook.
(such as off-site check-ins and other processes, or secondary airports).
In 2004, the Airport Authority commissioned a study by lnterVISTAS Consulting Inc.
www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Year Master Plan> Long-Term Planning>
to identify long-term aviation industry trends . Trends identified for the 20- to 40-year
12 Long-Term Trends in Aviation
planning horizon include:

AVIATION OUTLOOK 2027
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ENVIRONMENT: The Airport
Authority is committed to managing
the airport in an environmentally
sound manner and ba lancing
potential environmental impacts
with the need for safe and
efficient a1r trave l. To eliminate,
reduce, mitigate or manage
environmental impacts wherever
possib le, the Airport Authority
has developed an Environmental
Policy and implemented an
Environmental Management Plan.

ECONOMIC: YVR is
a major employment
centre and econom ic
generator. The Airport
Authority's chai'lenge is
to sustain and promote
economic growth while
minimizing YVR's impact
on its communities and
the environment.

SOC IAL: British Columbians frequently travel by air
because of the unique geography of our provi nee and our
immigrant heritage. Affordable and accessib le air travel
allows people to stay connected and pursue personal
interests. As an employer, the Airport Authority is
committed to providing a qua lity work environment and
the tools and resources to support a flexible, strong and
capable team. Its commitment to accessibility recogni zes
the importance of meaningful access regardless of age
or ability. The Airport Authority is also committed to
engaging stakeholders, providing transparency in open,
honest and timely communications to customers, business
partners, the communities it serves and its employees.

~

connecting the Asia-Pac ific Region and tile Amencas. In tl1e commg years, the Airport Autl1ority expects to add
more Asian destinations and carriers as we continue to develop tile YVR gateway.

< YVR 's location as the closest major Nortll Amer.ican airport to Asia positions the airport as the ideal gateway

@

®

The Airport Authority's view is that there are four pillars to sustainability: economic, environmental, social and governance.

THE FOUR PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY

GOVERNANCE:
The Airport Authority
has added governance
to its sustainability
framework to recognize
the importance of
local accountability for
economic, environmental
and social issues, while
meeting the business
objectives of the Airport
Authority and the
communities it serves.

(jV

Effective long-term planning is crucial to a successful future and the Airport Authority views good planning and sustainability as one and the same. Contributing to a sustainable and
prosperous future while caring about the we ll-being of its surroundings, its people and its com munities is fundamental to the Ai1·port Authority's operating philosophy and central to
its planning processes .

A SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
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Technical Report, Chapter 1

www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027 : 20-Year Master Plan >

During the sustainability matrix evaluation process, each option wa s
evaluated twice. The fi rst evaluation measured an option's performance
aga inst each criterion in the matrix (Option A will cost $10 million,
or Option B will impact 10,000m 2 of aq uatic habitat). The second
eva luation scored the option's performance re lative to other available
options (Option A will cost $10 mil li on and Option B will cost
$12 million. Therefore, Option A is the most affordab le option,
while Option B is the second most affordable).

SUSTAINABILITY MATRIX EVALUATION PROCESS

Governance criteria considered how well an option achieved the
miss ion, vision and objectives of the Airport Authority and identified
whether the option presented business opportunities or precluded
other future development options.

Social considerations included the impact of airport operations
on the local commu ni ty, economic impacts, noise and community
response or input.

Environmental criteria considered how each option would affect
habitat, air quality, energy and water consumption, and impact
water qual ity and land-use efficiency.

Econom ic criteria included operational factors (capacity, efficiency,
safety and health considerations), financia l implications (costs and
revenue) and risk factors (delivery time, flexib ility).

Sustainability is notjust an abstract goal - it's integrated into the
Airport Authority's day-to-day decision making and plann ing processes.
As part of the master planning process, a sustainability matrix was
created to measure the performance of the options identified for
meeting YVR's med ium-term needs against the Airport Authority's
sustainability objectives. The matrix includes 34 different criteria
based on the four pillars of sustainabil ity.

SU S TAINABILITY MATRIX
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NOVEMBER 2004- JUNE 2005

>

2027 YVR Options

2044 Aspirations
of British Columbians
JULY 2005- JANUARY 2006

STAGE 2:

STAGE 1:

>

FIVE STAGES OF CONSULTATION FOR 20-YEAR MASTER PLAN

CONSULTATION PRINCIPLES

MAY -SEPTEMBER 2006

>

SEPTEMBER- DECEMBER 2006

2027 Master Plan
Draft # 2 (refine)

STAGE 4:

>

The 20-Year Master Plan is being developed in f ive stages . Stakeholder input gathered
at each stage is being fed into the planning process to inform subsequent stages.

FIVE STAGES OF MASTER PLANNING

-A commitment to transparency, involving open, honest and timely communications;
-A broad and inclusive consultation process;
-Remaining flexible and responsive , and regularly reviewing the consultation process
to ensure it was meeting projec t objectives and that any concerns were addressed;
-Creating overall awareness and excitement within B.C. about YVR's future.

To promote stakeholder involvement and support, the Airport Authority was guided
by a set of consultation principles, including:

2027 Master Plan
Draft #1

STAGE 3 :

To reach the widest possib le range of stakeholders, the Airport Authority utilized a variety
of tools including presentations and meetings to gather information, technical expertise
and forecasts, workshops, working groups, large forum events, a media kit, multi-media
presentations, a 20-Year Master Plan section on the website , visual displays in shopping
malls, public buildings and at the airport, open house events and printed materia ls.

In developing this draft 20-Year Master Plan, the Airport Authority undertook its
broadest-ever consultation program to promote open discussions about the multiple
futures available to YVR. A diverse range of stakeholders was engaged. including Airport
Authority staff, community-based interest groups, community associations, the Lower
Mainland business community, Sea Island business partners , First Nations, managers
from regional airports, the next generation of users, transportation authorities, munic ipal,
regional, provincial and federal governments and the general public throughout B.C.'s
Lower Mainland .

3. Your Airport 2027: Consultation Process

l

r
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- Forum '44 - Flying 40 Years into B.C.'s Future : A two-day event in November 2004
designed to launch the master planning consultation process. promote discuss ions
and dialogue with a diverse range of stakeholders and key business leaders. gather
information about how the commun ity envisions its future and the role of YVR.
and understand the trends. pressures and themes .that wi ll infl uence YVR's future.
As part of Forum '44, a commu nity session was held with local Sea Island businesses.
-Generation YVR and B.C. Communities 2045: Foll owing the success of Forum ' 44,
two subsequent forum events were held. Generation YVR - 30 and Under Flying 40
Years into B C.'s Future, engaged younger British Columbians who will be the leaders
of the future. A second forum. B.C. Communiti es 2045 - Flying 40 Years into B.c.'s
Future, brought together commun ity leaders and airport ma nagement from across B.C.

Stage one of the 20-Year Master Plan process started off in 2004 by looking at potentia l
f utures for YVR and B.C. through to 2044. The Airport Authority held extensive meetings
with municipal governments, business leaders, and industry experts to ga in insight into
the strategic planning and forecasting being undertaken by the aviation industry. YVR's
business partners and B.C . commun ities. St age one activiti es included:

To ensure that recommendations in the 20-Year Master Plan did not preclude the vision
and activities of YVR for future generations, the Airport Authority needed to underst and
the longer-term (40-year) aspirations and expectations of YVR's stakeholders.

STAGE ONE: ASPIRATIONS OF BRITISH COLUMBIANS:
LOOKING AHEAD 40 YEARS (NOVEMBER 2004- JUNE 2005)

-Stakeholders viewed YVR as a vital and growing part of their communities. YVR is
B.C.'s airport and will need ongoing upgrades to support projected increases in
passenger traffic, a·ircraft takeoffs and landings and air cargo .
- Sustainability was of vital concern to local and globa l stakeholders. The Airport Authority
identified sustainability as a key goal of the master planning process and developed
a sustainabi lity matrix as a tool to measure options and inform decision-making.
-Sea Island could accommodate projected airport act ivity in 2044, and there was
sufficient area for additional term inals and runways.
-All development strategies should incorporate demand management initiatives.
- Ground access to Sea Is land would be an ongoing issue best addressed by rapid
transit. vigorous demand management and initiatives to preserve bridge capacity
for airport-re lated traffic .

Based on the studies and consultation conducted, the Airport Authority determined that:

STAGE ONE OUTCOMES:

Based on an exam ination of potentia l marl<ets and growth patterns. the Airport Authority
developed a scenario that suggested annual passenger traffic could be in the range of
45 million. and there cou ld be as many as 600,000 aircraft takeoffs and landings each
year by 2044.

During stage one, the Airport Authority identified future airport fac ili ty requirements
and potential expans ion needs over a 40-year planning horizon. Stud ies were conducted
to exp lore whether the ex isting lands leased by the Airport Authority provided suffi cient
space For the necessary systems and infrastructure.
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www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Year Master Plan > Technical Report, Chapter 2

The final draft of YVR Your Airport 2027: 20- Year Master Plan, including the
proposed 2027 Airport Land Use Plan. will be submitted to th e federal Minister
of Transport for approva l in early 2007. Once the Minister has approved the 2027
Airport Land Use Plan, stage five of this consultation program will involve
communicating tile highlights of the final 20-Year Master Plan to British Columbians.

STAGE FIVE: COMMUNICATION OF THE APPROVED AIRPORT
LAND USE PLAN (2007)

Stage four of the master pl anni ng consultation process is designed to seek final
comments on the second draft of the 20-Year Master Plan. The necessity for, and extent
of, stage four consultation activities wi ll be determined by stakeholder feedback received
during stage three. If required, stage four will take place during late fall 2006.

STAGE FOUR : REFINE DRAFT 20- YEAR MASTER PLAN
(SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 2006)

Based on the Technical Report, this draft 20-Year Master Plan was prepared to facilitate
further stakeholder consultation and seek stakeholders' review and com ments on the
Airport Authority's recommendations. Once feedback has been received from stakeho lder
groups, this draft wi ll be refined to create a second draft

Based on the feedback and information received during stages one and two and the
results of the susta inability matrix eval uation. the Airport Authority prepared a
Master Plan Technical Report. which outl ines the infrastructure and development
necessary to meet YVR's needs to 2027, documents the process used to analyze
and evaluate each option and presents the Airport Authority's recommended options.
The Technical Report is avai lable on YVR's webs ite and sections are referenced
throughout this document. See the webs ite for more detail ed information.

STAGE THREE : DRAFT 20-YEAR MASTER PLAN
(MAY- SEPTEMBER 2006)

co nversation about t11c future of YVR in the context of the local and global environment in 2044, and examined
the airport's role in supporting a sustainable future for the Lower Mainland. B.C. and Canada.

< Forum '44 brought leaders in IJusiness. community and government together for some thought-provok ing

-The Airport Authority developed a range of options that met YVR's medium-term
needs, without precluding the longer-term vision;
-The Airport Authority consulted wi th thousands of stakeholders to obtain their input
on the various options being considered;
-Each option being considered was evaluated to identify how we ll it performed in
relation to key economic, environmental, socia l and governance criteria.

STAGE TWO ACHIEV EMENTS:

The Airport Authority then ana lyzed each development option using the susta ina bility
matrix to determine how well each option performed aga inst the criteria. Stakeholder
input was incorporated into the matrix evaluation. where it played an integral role in
informing Airport Authority decisions and recommendations.

A display of potential options toured Lower Mainland shopping malls, public buildings
and the Union of B.C. Municipa liti es conference to gather public input, and a brief
questionnaire was made available to the public to elicit their feedback. Approx imately
20,000 people viewed the displays and 680 people provided completed questionnaires
and written feedback.

In fall 2005, a second comprehensive round of consultations was held to seek
stakeholder input on these options. The Airport Authority contin ued its conversations
with industry partners, government agencies and other interested parties and held
a series of public information sessions, open houses and community meetings as wel l
as providing information and feedback opportunities on YVR's website.

Based on preliminary stakeholder input and the range of interna l and external considerations
outlined in chapter 2 of th is document. the Airport Authority deve loped low-, med iu mand lligh-growth forecasts for passenger, aircraft and air cargo traffic through to 2027.
To meet this forecast demand. runway, terminal, ground transportation and other
infrastructure needs were identified and options formed to meet those needs while
supporting the long-term development poss ibi li ties noted in stage one. Details about
these options can be found in chapters 5 through 13 of tllis document

STAGE TWO: YVR 2027 OPTIONS (JULY 2005 - JANUARY 2006.)
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The fo llowing chapters outline key changes or upgrades that wil l be needed to meet
requirements to 2027 based on demand scenarios and forecasts. Chapters include
information about the forecasts and planning approach used, stakeholder feedback

Increased numbers of passengers and cargo volumes a.t YVR will mean greater demand
for airside capac ity, terminals, cargo facilities and ground transportation access to Sea
Island . Airport support services and util ities will also need to be upgraded to accommodate
projected vo lumes through the planning horizon.

Given the uncertainty inherent in forecasting and planning, the Airport Authority takes a
conservative approach to development by building incrementally whenever possible. and
only as demand for additiona l facilities is realized .

rece ived and the Airport Authority's 1·ecommendations as to how to proceed. A range of
cost estimates for term inal and runway options is also included. It shou ld be noted
that these are order of magnitude cost estimates only.

4. Your Airport 2027: Requirements and Recommendations
l
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As part of its long-term development studies. the Airport Autllority exp lored a range of
new runway options, each providing sufficient capacity for YVR to accommodate up to

Depending on the success of demand management programs and the rate of passenger
growth. capacity enhancement initiatives will provide rel ief to 2023-4 at best. At that
time, a new runway may be needed to ueate add iti onal capacity.

ADDING RUNWAY CAPACITY

the North and South Runways.
2. Extend the North Runway by 600 m (2,000 ft) to enable long-range aircraft departures.
This would improve efficiency, better balance departure dema nd between the parallel
runways and reduce taxi distances.
3. Implement peak-hour· demand management measures (such as pricing mechanisms,
quotas, air traffic flow control) to shift arrivals and departures to off-peak periods
and other airports.
4. In anticipation of future Transport Canada requirements for extended Runway End
Safety Areas (RESA), extend the North and South runways accordingly. Anticipated
extension range will be -150-300 m (500-1 ,000 ft).

1. Buil d a North-South Taxiway to allow for simultaneous takeoffs and landings on both

To realize the full capacity potential of YVR's existing runway system, the fol lowing
options were identified and considered:

To enable both the North and South runways to be used effic iently for arrivals and
departures, YVR's taxiway system must have sufficient capacity and flow paths to allow
aircraft to move efficiently to and from the runways without congestion.

Unlike the South Runway, which is used for both arrivals and departures. YVR's
North Runway has been used primarily as an arrivals runway, other than when demand
approaches capacity, such as during peak traffic periods. By using the North Runway
for both departures and arrivals, YVR could increase runway capacity by 15%, double
its departure capacity and better manage demand on both runways.

MAXIMIZING EXISTING RUNWAY CAPACITY

To defer the need for additional runways as long as possible, it is essentia l to maximize
capacity of the existing runways.

RUNWAY CAPACITY

e

www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Vear Master Plan >Technical Report. Chapter 5

·1. The Foreshore Runway : This new 4,270 m (14,000 ft) runway, extend ing westward
from the Sea Island dyke onto the foreshore of the ocean, would be used for arrivals
and departures and would add capacity of approximately 210,000 takeoffs and
landings to YVR's annual capacity at an estimated cost of $1 .2 billion. The Foreshore
Runway would provide the required length for current and future aircraft. While it
would impose a signi ficant footprint into the foreshore with subsequent aquatic
habitat impacts, it wou ld also mrnimize aircraft noise impacts on the community.
2. The North Parallel Runway: A new, 2,740 m (9,000 ft) runway, parallel to
and north of the existing North Runway, that wou ld add capacity of approximately
148,000 additional takeoffs and landings at an estimated cost of $310 million.
This runway would ·be an arrivals only runway, with the existing runways serving
departures. It would intrude into the Sea Island Conservation Area and Musqueam
Lands, move noise closer· to Vancouver residential areas and occupy land s previously
designated for commerc ial development. The North Paral lel Runway option wou ld
require changes to aircraft approach path zoning.
3. The South Parallel (Long) Runway: A new, 2, 7 40 m (9,000 ft) runway, parallel to
and south of the existing South Runway, tllat would add capac ity of approximately
158,000 takeoffs and landings each year at an esti mated cost of $300 million.
The South Parallel (Long) Runway would operate as an arrivals only runway, with
the existing runway serving departures. It would intrude on, and create potential
environmenta l impacts for, the Fraser River Middle Arm riparran area and increase
noise exposure for Richmond residential areas. The runllVay would occupy land that is
currently used for commerc ial activ iti es and occupied by tenants at Airport Soutll.
4. The South Parallel (Short) Runway: This modification of the South Parallel (Long)
Runway option would be a new, 2,130 m (7 ,000 ft) parallel runway south of the
existing South Runway. It would add capacity of approximately 158,000 annual
takeoffs and land ings at a cost of $235 million. Although it would not penetrate
the dyke or intrude on the Fraser River Middle Arm riparian area, this runway would
operate as an arrivals only runway but could not accommodate all types of aircraft.

600,000 takeoffs and landings each year. After each option was assessed using the
sustainab ility matrix. four possible runway options were retained.
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To compare noise impacts of the various runway options. the Airport Authority
conducted an aeronautical noise management analysis. In Canada, the official metric
for the assessment of aircraft noise is the noise exposure forecast (NEF). NEF contours
are created using software developed by Transport Canada.

AERONAUTICAL NOISE EVALUATION

facilities. There was, however, recognition that airside capacity should be added to
prevent congestion and delays.

When asked for comments on the runway options, the public favored the Foreshore
and South runways over the North Parallel Runway option. As expected, there was
both positive and negative response to all options, although feedback on the Foreshore
Runway option indicated greater support from respondents than the other options .
Issues raised during consultation included cost, impact on the environment and existing

STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND FEEDBACK

Examples of NEF contours for the Foreshore and South Parallel (Long) runways are
shown on page 21.

A base case forecast for 2027 population within the area of the existing runway system
was used to measure the change in distribution of noise tor each of the new runway
options. The results ofthe new runway assessments indicate that only the Foreshore
Runway decreased the number of people living inside tile 30-NEF zone, achieving a
7.6% reduction. The North and South Parallel Runway options resulted in increases of
those inside the 30-NEF zone ranging up to 12%.

the 30-NEF area for the years 2017 and 2027 were used to compare the NEF contours
of the various runway options.

Since Transport Canada guidelines prescribe that no new residential developments
should occur in areas exposed to greater than 30-NEF, this 30-NEF benchmark was
used in comparing master plan options. Forecasted populations of people living within

NEF contours are modeled by time-averaging the annual aircraft operations, with
consideration given to the fleet mix, stage length, aircraft range, runway utilization,
flight path and time of day.
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=

20,030 peop le exposed

=

=

24 ,620 people exposed

21,980 exposed

South Para llel (Long) Runway scenario in 2027

Exi st ing airside system in 2027

SOUTH PARALLEL (LOI~G) RUNWAY CONTOUR - PEOPLE EXPOSED WI T H I N NEF-30 IN 2027

=

21,980 peop le exposed

Foreshore Runway scenario in 2027

Existing ai rside system in 2027

FORESHORE RUNW A Y CONTOUR- PEOPLE EXPOSED WITHIN NEF-30 I N 2 027
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NORTH-SOUTH T AXIWAY

I

1. Implementing demand management measures to conserve YVR's airside capacity.
2. Proceeding with the North-South Taxiway (NST) to augment the existing taxiway
system and improve system efficiency. The NST shou.ld be completed prior to the
opening of phase 1 of a new passenger terminal in 2015 or sooner.
3. Proceed with extending the North Runway to the east. in combination with
implementing the anticipated Runway End Safety Area (RESA) requirements on the
North and South runways. The Airport Authority recommends extending the North
Runway to the east, because a western extension would generate greater
environmental impact.
4. When taxiway improvements are complete and both parallel runways are being used
for arrivals and departures, the Crosswind Runway will contribute no additional
capacity and should be closed .

Based on sustainability matrix evaluation results. the Airport Authority recommends:

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

e

> YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Year Master Plan

NORTH RUNWAY EXTENSION - EAST OPTION

www.yvr.ca

>

::::r

Map > Airside Reserve

Land reserved for the airside system is indicated in blue on the proposed 2027 Airport
Land Use Plan on page 50.

applications required to protect the South Parallel and Foreshore Runway options.

5. Protecting for the Foreshore, South Parallel (Long) and South Parallel (Short) runway
options by allocating these areas to airside operations use in the proposed 2027
Airport Land Use Plan. creating leasing policies that reserve the areas for future airside
operations and implementing the necessary aeronautical zoning regulation
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SOUTH PARALLEL (LONG) RUNWAY
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SOUTH RUNWAY- R UN WAY END SAFETY AR E A (RESA)

SOU T H PAR A LLEL (SHORT) RUNWAY

FORESHORE RUNWAY
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www.yvr.ca > YVR : Your Airport .2027: 20-Vear Master Plan > Technical Report> Chapter 6

In the rnidd le arm of the Fraser River, the Airport Authority's common-use floatplane
dock is operat~d by a third party. Harbour Air also has its own passenger terminal and
dock on the river. Assuming the floatplane terminal continues to operate on a commonuse basis, sufficient space will need to be set aside for adjacent vehicle parking and
terminal facilities. There may be an opportunity to combine the floatplane term inal and
parking facilities within the STB, especially if floatplane passengers are required to
undergo pre-board screening.

FLOATPLANE TERMINAL.

As long as there is demand from passengers and air carriers serving small regional
destinations in B.C. , the STB will continue to operate. It is not anticipated that
sign ificant STB expansion will be required, and the terminal reserve set out in the
l995 Master Plan shoul d be adequate to 2027. Shou ld the Airport Authority pursue a
South Parallel Runway option, the existing South Terminal Building would be impacted.

SOUTH TERMINAL BUILDING (STB)

SOUTH AIRPORT

Most types of people movers can be integrated into a terminal complex, although some
may be more difficu lt to incorporate than others. Future term inal expansion and renovation
pr~ects will consider walking distances and consider the appropriate people mover
technologies to minimize them.

As YVR expands, so do wa lking distances for passengers. Public input shows that
minimizing walking distances within terminals is a priority. To continue to provide
a high level of service, the Airport Authority recognizes that some form of people mover
(shuttles, buses or Skytrain-type technologies) will be required to facilitate movement
with in the terminals and to respond to the needs of the changing demographics
of travellers.

. PEOPLE MOVERS

The Airport Authority is a world leader in creating accessible air terminal facil iti es. This
commitment to accessibility recognizes the importance of meaningful access, regardless
of age or abil ity, as a fundamental aspect or good customer service. Along with a facility
design policy that utilizes the highest applicable building code requirements for access
for people with disabilities, the Airport Authority retains an independent access consultant
to review all new construction and reta i I proJects. These rigorous standards for prov iding
qual ity access for all would be reflected in any new terminal facility.

The Airport AutJ1ority identified three areas into which the ex isting terminal complex
could be expanded: to the north east of the ITB, to the south east of the DTB and to
the west of the ex isting term inal comp lex in either a satellite or a Y-shaped pier. Within
each of these broad physical options were a number of alternatives for how the terminal
would be utili zed. For example, a north east expansion could accommodate transborder
or international flights, both transborder and international flights, or Flights of just one
carrier or airline alliance . The terminal options evaluated were:

TRANSBORDER NORTH EAST: Expand the terminal complex to the north east
of the ITB to accommodate transborder traffic.
2. INTERNATIONAL NORTH EAST: Expand the terminal complex to the north east
of the ITB to accommodate international traffic.
3. INTERNATIONALITRANSBORDER NORTH EAST: This option is a variation
of other north east terminal options. accommodating both international and
transborder traffic.
4. TRANSBORDER SOUTH EAST: Expand the terminal complex to the south east
of the DTB to accommodate transborder traffic .
5. INTERNATIONAL WEST SATE LLITE: Construct an in-field satellite terminal west
of the existing complex for international traffic, connected to the main terminals
by a people mover.
6. TRANSBORDER WEST SATELLITE: Construct an in-field satellite termina l west of
the existing complex for transborder traffic, connected to the main terminals
by a peop le mover.
7. INTERNATIONAL Y: Construct a new international pier by western expa nsion
of the existing Pier C.
8. TRANSBORDER Y: Construct a new transborder pier by western expansion
of the existing Pier C.
9. DOMESTIC Y: Construct a new domestic pier by western expansion
of the existing Pier C.
lO. HUB CARRIER Y: Construct a new hub through incrementa l development
and expansion of the existing Pier C comp lex .
ll. TERMINALS A & B: Terminals allocated by air line carrier or alli ance serving
the necessary sectors.
l2 . CHARTER/LOW-COST CARRIER TERMINAL: This option reflects an emerging
trend in terminal planning where terminals are organized by product type ratl1er
than by sector.

ACCESSIBILITY

TERMINAL OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
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The need for add itional passenger pick-up and drop-off curb space at the DTB and ITB
was cl recurring theme during consu ltation. This challenge will likely persist until YVR's
terminals are expanded. although locating terminal facilities at Canada Line YVR
Station 1 may offer some interim relief.

Air carrier business partners were primarily interested in operational efficiency and
minimi zing capital cos ts and disruptions during construction. Carriers also ind icated
a preference for conso li dated operations wherever possible.

The publ ic primarily favored the South East and North East term inal options and also
supported the Western Y terminal options. The separated Western Satellite Term inal
option was least favored .

During the consultation process, feedback on the various ter·minal options was solicited
from air carriers, government agencies, passengers and the general publ ic.

STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND FEEDBACK

The Airport Authority eva luated the terminal options using the sustainabi lity matrix. The
West Satellite options were penalized because they were difficult to bu il d incrementally,
did not provide additional curb space and received negative public response. While the
Western Y options performed strong ly during analysis, their construction complexity and
lack of curb space worked aga inst the ir selection.

During stage two consultations, the possibility of locating select terminal facilities, such
as passenger and baggage check-ins. at Canada Line YVR Station 1 was identified.
Under this system. passengers could choose to checl< themselves and their baggage in
before riding the Canada Line to the main terminal for pre-board screening. This would
help address the significant public demand for add itional curbside pick-up and drop-off
space, reduce em iss ions by shorten ing vehic le trips, relieve congestion at DTB and ITB
curbs and parking facil ities and maximize the Airport Authority's investment in the Canada
Line. The Airport Authority believes th is option offers numerous benefits and will discuss
it with stakeholders during st age three of the 20-Year Master Plan consultation process.

The North East terminal options rely on the construction of the North-South Taxiway to
provide an acceptable taxiing distance to the South Runway. Benefits of these options
include ease of construction, short delivery times and the opportunity for incremental
development. All reduce risk and financial exposure and provide adequate curb space
and good access to Canada Line. Order of magnitude costs for the North East terminal
options range from $1.24 billion and $1 .34 bi ll ion.

The Transborder South East option performed more strongly tllan western expans ion
options during eva luation, partly because of its location adjacent to the South Runway,
wh ich is used for transborder flights. Thi s terminal option would require relocation of
ca rgo operations on Miller Road, and Canada Line access would not be as direct or
conven ient as some other options.

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

TERMINAL FACILITIES AT CANADA LINE YVR STATION 1

l
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North-South Ta xiway

Apron Expansion Phase 2

Apron Expansion Phase 1

North East Terminal Phase 2

North East Terminal Phase 1

NORTH EAST TERMINAL PHASE 1 & 2
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Lands allocated or reserved for current or future terminal use are indicated in red on
the proposed 2027 Airport Land Use Plan on page 50.

4. Ma intaining the Soutll Term ina l Building (STB) as long as it is required by air
carriers and passengers and protecting sufficient land to accommodate STB
growth or address impacts of the proposed South Parallel Runway.
5. Protecting adequate land, including vehicle parking, for a floatplane terminal.
Should implementation of the South Parallel Runway option mean a new STB
is required, the Airport Authority should consider the feasibility of co-locating
a floatplane terminal with a new STB.

/r)

~I

1. Selecting the North East location for the next phase of termina l expansion,
maintaining the flexibility to service the international, transborder and/or airline
alliance sectors.
2. Reserving land to the south east in the event that the passenger growth rate is
high, or that terminal expansion to the south east is required for a discount/low-cost
carrier terminal , or to accommodate special requirements associated with
the 2010 Winter Olympics.
3. Considering placing se lect terminal faci lities at Canada Line YVR Station 1
and allocating land for this purpose.

To meet YVR's forecast terminal needs, the Airport Authority recommends:
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ACCESS TO AND FROM SEA ISLAND

GROUND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM,
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The Airport Authority's multi-agency planning approach included developing
a transportation demand model for 2027 and integrating it into the regional
transportation demand model. developing parking demand forecasts, conducting
workshops with the cities of Vancouver and Richmond, the Greater Vancouver
Transportati on Authority and the Government of B.C. and consulting extensively
with business partners, stakeholders and. the general public.

l / )[
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Detailed analysis shows the existing bridge infrastructure is adequate to serve airportrelated demand to 2027 but this wil l displace non-airport-related traffic. Even with the
implementation of the Canada Line, the Airport Authority wil l need to introduce measures
to ensure easy access to the airport for passengers, businesses and emp loyees .

An estimated 20.2 million airport-related vehicle trips were made in 2005. Forecasts
indicate that even with a projected 15% of passengers and 18% of emp loyees using
the Canada Line, the number of airport-related vehicle trips will grow to 25.9 million
in 2017 and 30.6 milli on in 2027.

In developing and evaluating ground transportation so lutions, the Airport Authority's
were to ensure a range of ava ilable access choices, to move people and goods
safely and effectively, to ensure integration with the transportation plans of partner
agencies and governments, to minimize environmental impacts (such as vehic l ~ emissions)
and to remain flexible to respond to changing demand over the planning horizon .

Planning the future of YVR's ground transportation system is challenging, since
many routes are shared by airport-related users such as passengers, employees, cargo
vehicles and airport visitors as wel l as non-airport-related users such as commuters.
For exa mple, roughly two-thirds of the veh icles using the Arthur Laing Bridge (the main
link to Vancouver) are not airport-related. Furthermore, different governments or
authorities havejurisdiction over different bridges and road systems.
o~ectives

PLANNING APPROACH

YVR GROUND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
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Due to the intermodal nature of cargo, significant volumes of cargo processed at YVR
facilities arrive and depart by trucl<, and are therefore not factored into air cargo statistics .
This cargo does affect tl1e planning process, and it has been considered on the
proposed 2027 Airport Land Use Plan (under Airside Commercial) and in chapter 7
of the Master Plan Technical Report.

In evaluating YVR's future cargo needs, the Airport Authority cons idered the prqjected
land , fac ility and circulation demands of YVR's cargo operations, identified alternative
locations to accommodate prqjected growth of air cargo facilit ies and worked to reserve
the necessary lands for cargo facility expansion and operations growth.

PLANNING APPROACH

In planning the future of cargo processing at YVR consideration must be given to potential
mandatory pre-board screening of belly cargo and the possibility that inbound cargo will
need to undergo security and health inspections. Furthermore, tl1e implementation of the
North-South Taxiway and any future South East termi nal expansion will affect future
cargo operations at YVR.

Cargo processed at YVR is carried 1n the belly of passenger aircraft (belly cargo), by allcargo aircraft (freighters), or by companies such as UPS, FedEx and Purolator, known as
integrators because their operations include integrated "door-to-door" shipping services.

In 2005, 223,700 tonnes of cargo were loaded and unloaded from aircraft at YVR.
By 2027, the annual projected volume of cargo passing tl1rough YVR is 500,000
tonnes. The volume of cargo coming from international markets is forecast to increase
significantly over the planning period, as is the percentage of cargo carried by fre ighters.

A considerab le amount of YVR land is devoted to processing relatively small volumes of
cargo. Over the planning period, the Airport Authority wi ll work with its business partners
to increase the productivity of cargo facilities.

Although YVR is primarily a passenger facility, cargo is a major bus iness at the airport.
Most air cargo facilities at YVR are located in an area known as Cargo Village on Miller
Road. Other cargo facilities are located in the Jericho Road subdivision and Airport North.

8. Cargo
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Tile Ca nadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA) is cu rrently developing policies
and procedures related to the screening of outbound air cargo. While the integrators will
be able to meet the requirements individually, smaller cargo handling companies and
freight forwarders may find it too expensive to do so and the Airport Authority may need
to exam ine the feasib ility of a centrally located. common-use cargo screening facility.

Developing the Jericho/Templeton area wou ld mean relocating the Airport Authority
departments that operate out of the Temp leton Building and consolidating the land
immediately to the north. Highway and airside access is good from this location making
this area well -suited to accommodate integrator growth.

Should the Crosswind Runway be decommissioned as part of airside improvements, a
substantial parcel of suitable land in the West Infield could be developed, subj ect to the
feasib ility of a road access tunnel under the approach to tl1e North Runway. Airside
vel1icle access to the passenger terminal and airfield access for aircraft would be very
good, so the West Infield could be well-suited for a belly cargo campus.

Three areas are available for the proposed cargo campuses: the Northlands, the West
Infield and the Jericllo/Tem~leton area south of Miller Road. Tile Northlands offer good
highway and airfield access, especially if the North-South Taxiway is built. The eastern
end of the Northlands area is within acceptable. industry-standard distance of the
international passenger ramp.

Extensive consultations were undertaken with the principa l integrators, freight forwarders
and brokers, facility developers. air carriers and government agencies such as Transport
Canada. CATSA. and the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)

To accommodate projected cargo operations over the 20-year planning horizon. the
Airport Authority wi ll need to reserve land for a belly cargo campus with good airside
road access to the international passenger aircraft ramp, and an integrator campus with
good access to airside as well as the regional highway system. Saving valuable minutes
in the delivery of packages is especially important in Vancouver because of the long
distances from. and time-zone differences with, the main sorting hubs of tile integrators.
It will likely be necessary to reloca te the existing Cargo Village to make room for terminal
expansions and/or related ground access and parking faci Iities.

e

www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Vear Master Plan >.Map > Airside Commercial

Lands allocated for cargo operations at YVR are included in the Airside Commercial
allocation, indicated in yellow on the proposed 2027 Airport Land Use Plan on page 50.

1. In consu ltation with cargo business partners. increasing the production efficiency
of existing cargo buildings.
2. Approximately 70 hectares of cargo processing lands will be required in 2027,
assuming an increase in the effici ency of cargo buildings. Depending on the
availability of suitab le land , and in consu ltation with the industry, greater efficiency
rates may need to be realized.
3. Reserving approximately 15 l1ectares of airport Northlands for a new Cargo Village, to
be created if ex isting facilities are displaced by terminal expansion. The new facility
shou ld be located with in a distance of the passenger aircraft ramp acceptable to the
industry. Freighter parking positions would need to be developed adjacent to the new
Cargo Village, which should also provide for tl1e development of a centrally located,
common-use outbound cargo screening facility.
4. Incremental integrator land requirements, estimated at 55 hectares, should be
accommodated in the Jericho Road subdivision (including the site of the existing
Templeton Ma intenance Building) and in Airport North subject to further discussion
with integrator business partners.

To meet YVR's projected cargo needs. the Airport Authority recommends:

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During public consultation, concerns were raised about the compatibi li ty of cargo facility
development adjacent to residential neigl1borlloods.

Given the rapidly chang ing nature of the cargo industry, stakeholders stressed the need
for flexibility. Business partners processing belly cargo need facilities located reasonably
close to the passenger terminal , preferably no more than 2.5 ki lometres away. Integrators
require self-contained facilities but also have business partners in Cargo Village.

STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND FEEDBACK

CARGO OPTIONS
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BURNABY

AIRPORTS IN B.C .'s LOWER MAINLAND

SURRE Y

requ ire a regiona l approach to airport plann ing. This view was frequently expressed
at the Airpo rt Aut hority's long-term planni ng for ums and at various consu ltation events.

Whi le no formal structure unites the Lower Mainland airports into a def ined airport
system, it is widely recognized that growing populations and increasing aviation demands

body with a specific rpandate and charter to cater to community needs.

Airport and Pili Meadows Regiona l Ai1·port. Each airport is operat ed by an independent

In addition to YVR, f ive other airports operate in B.C.'s Lower Mainland : Abbotsford
International Airport, Boundary Bay Airport, Chi lliwack Municipal Airport, Langley Regional

13. Regional Airport System

LANGLEY

@

@
ABBOTSFORD

MAPLE RIDGE

CHILLIWACK

www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Year Master Plan> Technical Report, Chapter 13

~..,,

e

activities and encouraging dialogue at both the operational and senior managemenV
governa nce levels. The Airport Authority, perhaps in conjunction with the provincial
govern ment and Transport Canada, is prepared to play a key role in this in itiative .

To create the most effective and effic ient airport system, the Airport Authority
recommends establishing an ongoing mechanism tor coordinating Lower Mainland airport

The Airport Authority has consulted with other airport operators in t ile Lower Mainland to
work on consistency of plans for the future of the region.
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and employee parking, commercial transportation and car rental facilities.

-GROUND ACCESS & PARKING: includes bridges, roads, the Canada Line, public

operations, including taxiways, airside roads and navigation aids.
-PASSENGER TERMINAL RESERVE: includes land required for terminal expansion
in both the medium and long terms.

-AIRS IDE RESERVE: includes YVR's runways and the lands required for airside

Key land use areas allocated on the plan include:

PROPOSED 2027 AIRPORT LAND USE PLAN FOR YVR

~~--..._.....>

~~,

~....~--------.........__j~-,
'
""

r------~..........

..Jr""

intenm uses may be permitted.

Un-coloured areas denote private lands. Non-conforming

Hatched areas denote two options of limd reserve.

system access (such as, flight kitchens, car rental service facilities, fuel storage facilities
and other non-airport related, but airport-compatible commercial development activities).

and business aviation operators and commercial helicopter and floatplane services)
and Airport Authority operational needs.
-GHOUNDSIDE COMMERCIAL: includes designated commercial land uses without airside

I

········-·····----

SEA ISLAND CONSERVATION AREA
(ENVIRONMENT CANADA ADMINISTERED)

TRANSPORT CANADA
RETAINED LANDS

PRIVATE LANDS

·-·····----------·-------··-······-··-----··--

-AIRSIDE COMMERCIAL: includes those commercial lands that have direct access to
the airside system (such as air cargo facilities, aircraft maintenance facilities, commercial

Btlll.lt · ~5010

2:-:.xr
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Airport Land Use Plan shows the recreat ional area south of Burkeville is also
designated for possible ground access and parking uses in the future.
-SEA ISLAND CONSERVATION AREA: This land is managed by Environment Canada,
and is not addressed by thi s draft 20-Year Master Plan.

www.yvr.ca > YVR: Your Airport 2027: 20-Vear Master Plan > Map

A conceptual drawing showing how key Airport Authority recommendations fit into the
proposed 2027 Airport Land Use Plan is shown above. An interactive map is al so
available on the website.

-INFIELD OPERATIONAL SUPPORT: refers to lands in the infield that may in future be
required for various "back-of-house" functions .
-RECREATIONAL AREA: designates lands for recreational uses. The proposed 2027

are for planning purposes only.

interim uses may be permitted. Concept drawings shown

Un-coloured areas denote private lands . Non-conforming

Hatcl1ed areas denote two options of land reserve.

INFIELD OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

PASSENGER TERMINAL RESERVE

AIRSIDE I<ESERVE
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will be

to actual

in demand.

transit connection between the arrport, downwwn Vancouver and Richmond.
nrnnn•:Prl

and other Sea Island

trans porta Lion

2026

12% and al!ovv the Crosswind Runway to be closed.
14 qates, providing a. total of 87 jet gates at YVR, is expected to be required to meet demand.
NEW RUNVVIW IVIedium-growth forecasts indicate that YVR may require an additional runway around 2025. The
will increase by approximately

(MOf~AY

BRIDGE) CROSSING (GROUND ACCESS- P!CI-II\110f\JD). lncre<Jsing

for commercial traffic. /\lena witll

MIDDLE ARM

2027 l\irpon Land Use Plan.
mnnP~t<nn

H<nhw~'"

99 link will l1ave serious

ications

Tile runway options will be protectecJ by implementing aeronautical zoning in the appropriate areas following tile IVIinisLer of Transport's approval of the proposecl

passenger growth and tile size of aircraft in use. Also, it is assumed that non-essential air tr-affic will IJe moved Lo other

NORTH C/\ST TERM 1Nf\L - PH,'\SE 11: An additional

airside

2023
2025

if

/\IRS 1DE Ei\1! IANCE:IVlENT PROGRAM: On co tho Nortll-Soutll Taxiway is comploLe and both parallel r-unways are used for simultaneous takeoffs and

a Canada Line station and an additional

estimates

A ciedicatecl "YVR

is required to enhance air-craft Flow on the airfield, increase efficiency and l'educe costs ancJ aircraft emissions.

Lo reduce the vehicle demand on Arthur

iJild

NORTH EAST TERMINI\L- PHASE ! Phase I of the pr-oposed Nortll East Termrnalwill include a new customs hall, provicle 11 additional aircraft gates,

l\JORTH-SOUTH TAXIWAY: Tllis

Access" lane could be introduced,

demand management program will build

f\RTHUR LAING BRIDGE COi\IGFSTION RELIEF (GROUND ACCESS, VMICOUVER) Once the Canacla Line is in service, the Airport

SEA ISL/\ND ROAD SYSTEM: F<eorganize the Sea Island road system to accommodate tile Canada Line and

f1VIATION FUEL SUPPLY: Additional supply and storage capaCity required to meet growing demand and restore

CANADA 1 1NE: Completion of

providinq an additional nine arrcraft gates.

areas to the 1\lorth and Soutll runways.

f\ITERN/\TIONAL TERIVllN/\L E\UILDING C:XPi\NSIOf\1. Completion of current expansion

by Transport Canada to extend runway end

UNK BUILDING i\ND RUNWAY END SAFETY ARE!\ (RFSI\) REGULATION: Completion of Lhe current Link Building projeCt ancJ expected

DFVI::LOPMFI~T

scenario. Actual

Brief

2015- 2020

2014
2015

2009
2009
2010
20'10
2010-

2007

GATI:\1\/AY

Tile timing for all recommendations is based on a

of the Aimort Authoritv's maior recommendations me omvided below.

As outlined in this draft plan, a number- of major development projects are needed to support YVR's growtll over the

G
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Airport South lands have been designated to recognize the need to protect for the
South Para ll el Runway option together with an expanded terminal reserve. To assist
implementation, tenant leasing policies shou ld be introduced early in the planning
period recognizing that the closure of the Crosswind Runway will open up additiona l
lands west of the Airport South terminal reserve for commercial development.

The Northlands area has been designated as airside commercia l with an emphasis on
cargo fac il ities. particu larly at the eastern end to accommodate a new cargo faci lities
compl ex, once existing leases in Cargo Vi IIage expire.

The Jericho/Templeton area, located in the vicinity of Jericho Road (Airport Centre),
has been designated for airside commercial development shou ld YVR's Templeton
maintenance faci lity and offices be relocated. Expans ion of the electrica l power substatibn comp lex located in th is area is expected to require some additiona l land during
the planning period .

Gra uer Lands development wil l be driven by the construction of Canada Line YVR
Station 1 and the assoc iated faci lities and services, whi ch cou ld include Ai rport
Authority offices as well as some terminal and parki ng fac ili ties .

Under Ai rport Authority policy, all major construction projects undergo an environmental

In addition to the specific requi rements mentioned above, a number of land development
issues need to be considered .

The Airport Authority recognizes the need for, and comm its to, conducting detailed
environmenta l impact assessment studies for all recommendations outlined in the draft
20-Year Master Plan . For some larger projects proposed in this document, such as
the new runway. envi ronmenta l studies wil l involve separate consultation processes
that may take years to complete. The necessary studies wi ll beg in we ll before projects
are implemented.

As of the publ ishing of th is document, detailed environmental impact assessment
studies have not been comp leted for t he recommended projects, as they are still in the
conceptua l planning stage. In several cases. mu ltiple options have been proposed to f ill
a sing le need.

rev iew pri or to approval. Some projects may require review under the Canadian
Environmenta l Assessment Act, particularly those projects that involve work in the
Fraser River or on Sturgeon Bank, where federa l Fi sheries Act authorizations will also
be required.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES

2007-2027 -AVIATION AND NON-AVIATION RELAT ED LAND DEVELOPMENT
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ATTACHMENT 2

YVR responses provided in yellow highlighter, following review and clarification at meeting with City of Richmond on
January 26, 2017
November 30, 2016

From: Terry Crowe, Manager Policy Planning, Richmond
To: Meg Comiskey, Manager, Policy and Research, Strategic Planning and Legal Services, YVR
Re: City of Richmond Staff Comments, YVR 2037 Master Plan
1..

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide City of Richmond staff comments regarding YVR's upcoming 2017 - 2037
Master Plan (Master Plan) and request that it state how the following issues and concerns will be addressed.
The order of the comments reflects the structure of the YVR Master Plan's Phase 2 Discussion Guide.

2.

Phase 2 Consultation Process
As the host municipality to YVR, the success of the YVR Master Plan is important to the City and we
appreciate your YVR's efforts to include Richmond in the planning process.
As necessary, City staff will meet with YVR staff.
Please provide Richmond specific comments on Phase 2 consultation findings when available.
We will be providing a summary report but it should be noted that this report will not show a
complete picture as the majority of consultation was conducted in person and therefore qualitative
data was provided.

3.

Terminals
City staff note that, based on YVR's current growth rate , the existing facilities will reach capacity by 2020.
At th is time , we have no concerns with the recommended airside terminal expansion Centre option .

4.

Master Plan Forecasting Methodology and Airs ide and Airspace
Methodology: We note that, for the Master Plan , YVR has switched , from traditional econometric forecasting ,
to risk-based forecasting methodology.
(1) An Additional Runway
The updated YVR forecasts indicate that YVR will require additional runway capacity when 34 million
annual passengers is reached .
This is approximate and conceptual.
Page 19 of the YVR Discussion Guide states that, while the need for an additional runway before 2037
is unlikely, both runway options will be protected in the Master Plan.
City staff request that the capacity of the existing runways be maximized before a new runway is added
and the rationale for the proposed third runway be substantiated before pursuing it.
(2) A Regional Airport Strategy
City staff understand that YVR has relocated some functions to other airports (e .g., flight training to
Boundary Bay).
Businesses have opted to move to other airports for their own reasons and the evolving business of
YVR. YVR did not relocate them.
Page 19 of the Discussion Guide states, however, that relocating general aviation (e.g., corporate and
private planes) , to other airports, does not align with YVR 's mission, vision and values, or with the
aspirations of its business partners.
Correct, we support
City staff request that the Master Plan state that YVR will lead (or assist, for example, having Metro
Vancouver lead ) the preparation of an Airport Strategy for the Metro Vancouver Region , in consultation
with Richmond and other local governments and stakeholders beginning in 2017 .
YVR meets regularly with regional airports and is also a member of the British Columbia Aviation
Council
Some of the key issues which should, it is suggested , be considered as part of such a Strategy include
clarifying :
YVR's role as the only airport the Region which accommodat~s all types of aircraft and routes, the
impacts of its location within a growing urban region and the implications which this role may bring ,
The future (e.g., 2037) cumulative reg ional and individual airport passenger I cargo splits , as they
significantly affect cumulative regional and specific surrounding airport sustainability (social ,
economic, environmental) impacts (e.g., land use, development, public amenity, transportation ,
infrastructure [e.g ., water, sanitary, drainage]. parks, noise management and environmental
matters).
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YVR will not be studying or providing this information for the other airports as they have their own
master planning process. However, we will be addressing both YVR 's role and addressing the
regional airports role within the regional system. YVR is the hub airport and it is our business and
most beneficial to maintain that hub as being within close proximity to a connecting flight is wha
airlines and passengers need and want. Abbotsford Airport will likely continue to su[Jport additional
flights and this makes sense as that community continues to grow.

5.

Ground Access
The YVR 2037 Master Plan should complement Richmond's 2041 OCP, Chapter 8: Mobility and Access
(http://www.richmond.ca/_shared/assets/OCP_9000_mobility34182.pdf) .
YVR has utilized this as a resource in our planning.
Staff do not support taking away existing transportation capacity for non-airport users on the Arthur
Laing Bridge , Moray Channel Bridge , Airport Connector Bridge or Russ Baker Way , for the
exclusive use of airport traffic.
YVR anticipates maintaining existing capacity for non-airport users on Sea Island roads and
bridges.

The Master Plan should address how airport growth can be accommodated , without the loss of the existing
capacity and service for non-airport users.
YVR anticipates maintaining existing capacity for non-airport users on Sea Island roads and
bridges.
YVR activities and development should minimize traffic impacts on adjacent communities .
The Master Plan should encourage off peak travel , as much as possible. For example , peak flight arrivals
and departures is approximately between 1Oam and 2pm , meaning that with passengers arriving two hours
prior to their flights , the peak coincides with the regional and City vehicular peak between 7 and 9 am .
YVR 's current strategy is to be a connecting hub between Asia and the Americas and in order to
grow as a hub and attract new services and carriers, YVR needs to be able to offer airlines the time
of day for desired flights to land and take-off so they can connect to their global networks which
takes into account different locations and time zones. Encouraging off peak travel does not fit within
our current strategy.
The Master Plan should indicate how YVR promotes and provides infrastructure , to support alternate modes
of transportation (e .g., transit, carpooling , cycling and walking) , as these modes will discourage the use of
single occupant vehicles among employees and passengers. In particular, the Master Plan should provide
details on how the following are or will be provided :
Pedestrian and cycling connections between Burkeville, BCIT and Templeton Station,
We are supportive of this and will be further discussed as part of a sub-area plan
End-of-trip cycling facilities (e.g . secure parking, showers and lockers) , and
This is discussed in community amenities
Shared parking and electric vehicle charging stations .
We will continue to install electric vehicle charging stations
Car sharing, ride sharing and shared parking are considered in this Master Plan
The Master Plan should include policies to encourage and maximize the use of the Canada Line in order to
minimize road traffic which may include:
The Canada Line is free for anyone travelling to and from any of the Sea Island stations
(Templeton, Sea Island and YVR Airport).
·
YVR employees are encouraged to take the Canada Line, cycle or carpool through our Green
Commuter rebate program (this is separate of the Master Plan)
We will continue to advocate and work with regiona l transportation partners in support of more
transit options within Sea Island and also regionally.
Improving bus service within Sea Island, to supplement the Canada Line ,
Providing additional transit service , to support employees on Miller Road, and
Providing additional ground shuttles , to minimize passenger and employee traffic.
As demand supports this, it can be reviewed. The Master Plan allocates s ace for growth,
but operation plans address plans for this
The Master Plan should support connecting regional transit improvements to the Canada Line , to bring
people in and out of Sea Island.
It will.
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City staff note that page 23 of the Discussion Guide raises the possibility of direct bus service between the
South Surrey Park and YVR which is supported along with other routes.
~We have shared our concerns regarding regional transportation with Trans/ink. At this point, a direct bus
link between YVR and South Surrey Park and Ride would need to be funded by YVR. Further assessment
and feasibility studies would need to take place if this were to continue as possibility.
Any changes to Russ Baker Way should not adversely impact the existing and future commuting traffic to
and from Richmond.
Previously addressed ab ~
City staff do not support extending Templeton Road, until a clear and valid rationale is provided.
If it is provided, the project benefits should be demonstrated to Burkeville and Sea Island residents.
More studies would be conducted and additional consultation would occur as this is explored
further
The separated pathway should be provided on the east side of Templeton Station and Burkeville, not
the west side, as stated in the YVR Discussion Guide.
The list of potential projects (page 23 of the Discussion Guide) should include a future Pedestrian I Bicycle
Bridge across the Middle Arm of Fraser River, at the west end of Cambie Road, as per the City Centre Area
Plan (CCAP); see page M~12 for the Specific Land Use Map: Aberdeen Village at
http://www.richmond.ca/ shared/assets/city centre556.pdf). This is also noted under Section 6 Amenities;
YVR supports the possibility of a pedestrian/bicycle bridge across the Middle Arm of the Fraser
River. YVR added this to the evaluation of potential amenities projects. This project can be
discussed and considered as part of the development of a sub~area plan of the Sea Island East.
Richmond staff support cycling and pedestrian facilities on the Dinsmore Bridge, as noted in the list of future
capital projects for ground access. We also request that the Master plan include cycling and pedestrian
facilities.
The Master Plan YVR should , it is suggested , also consider separated or off~road cycling infrastructure,
particularly along high volume corridors such as the Grant McConachie Way.
This is included in the amenities chapter. Many roadworks projects will take place through our
capital infrastructure program.
The Master Plan should acknowledge the long term need to replace the Moray Channel Swing Bridge and
make improvements to north-south waterfront trail connections on Lulu Island.
We acknowledge the need to replace this bridge. It is under Provincial jurisdiction. The NorthSouth trail connection has been included in the community amenities chapter.
It is noted that there is currently YVR- City work underway, to reconcile Sea Island roadway ownership and
the results be factored into the Master Plan.

6.

Amenities
City staff support the inclusion of a specific chapter on Amenities in the Master Plan .
Further to the Amenities meeting, Richmond staff attended on August 16, 2016 and the October 21, 2016
Local and Regional Stakeholders Meeting, and request the following:
The McArthurGien Designer Outlet (as noted on page 26 of the Discussion Guide) should be included
in the Land Use Section (as it is not an amenity in the usual sense of the word),
-The 2037 Land Use Plan will identify that the land that the designer outlet centre is on is designated
for groundside and ground access and parking, but the McArthurGien Designer Outlet Vancouver
Airport is also a community amenity.
As Amenities, the following should be included:
The playground at the north side of the Outlet,
The YVR Chester Johnson Park, walking trails and parks,
Wildlife viewing and other ecological opportunities along the Middle Arm, to enhance Sea Island
public access, amenities, recreation, public realm, and
Protecting the Middle Arm Estuary.
-We will highlight current amenities but we will also highlight new opportunities in the Master Plan. We
can provide educational opportunities about native species, but based on operational activity, wildlife
viewing will not be promoted in and around the airfield. Ecological opportunities are supported.
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Point 2 on page 27 of Discussion Guide: Note that 'SICA' in reference to the "Sea Island Conservation
Authority" is also an acronym for the 'Sea Island Community Association.
Point 5 on page 27 of Discussion Guide : City staff recommend noting that jogging loops I pathways I cycling
routes are also identified as Amenities for visitors using YVR.
Proposed Pedestrian I Bicycle Bridge across the Middle Arm City

s

staff recommend including the future Pedestrian I Bicycle Bridge across the Middle Arm of Fraser River, at
the west end of Cambie Road , as per the City Centre Area Plan (CCAP) ,
see page M-12 for the Specific Land Use Map: Aberdeen Village at
http://www.richmond .ca/ shared/assets/city centre556.pdf).
Noted above that this is something that we support and can be discussed as part of sub-area planning.
A City- YVR- Stakeholder- 360 Middle Arm Animated Area
For public benefit, Richmond wants to animate, with YVR and others stakeholders , the Middle Arm by
preparing with them, a 360 Middle Arm Animated Area (i .e., both sides of the Middle Arm , between the
No 2 Road and Sea Island Way Bridges).
The purpose of the Study would be to improve public, pedestrian and bicycle access and enjoyment, by
providing a continuous 360 pedestrian, bicycle and rolling (wheel chair, scooter) access .
This initiative would include a new pedestrian I bicycle bridge over the Middle Arm, better connecting
Burkeville to the City Centre, at Cambie Road and a range of public open spaces and placemaking
activities (e.g ., outlooks, storytelling and picnic spots) ,
City staff recommend that the Study jointly:
Identify objectives: for the location and development of future parks and public open spaces (e .g.,
the location at major nodes in the trails and cycling route system and at highly visible public
locations), places that will serve the health and well ness of workers and the public, and which will
contribute to the sense of place and cultural identity,
YVR supports the opportunity for a joint study.
Please provide a large copy of the Master Plan Potential Amenities Map for further review and
discussion during the early stages of Phase 3.
Potential amenities map provided in phase 2 was intended to facilitate discussion about what
is possible for community amenities on Sea Island. We will share our amenities plan in Phase
4. Once a map is developed, we would be pleased to share with Richmond staff. Our
amenities projects list includes developing universally accessible multi-use pathways. We
welcome further discussions towards a study as part of our sub-area planning for that area.

7.

Envi ronment
GHG Targets:
City staff recommend that the Master Plan specify GHG emission reduction targets that are contained in the
YVR Environmental Management Plan for clarity and commitment,
-The Master Plan will not identify targets as the targets are updated every 5 years in our Environmental
Management Plan which we consult with the Environmental Advisory Committee and is approved by our
Board of Directors.
Airport and Aircraft Noise:
Richmond staff support continued efforts by YVR to minimize airport and aircraft day and night time
noise by encouraging newer aircrafts and discouraging an increase in night flights .
City staff understand that the current 2015 Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) contours will be updated as
part of the Master Plan .
City staff request that we review these contours with YVR, as soon as they are available , given the
potential impacts on the quality of life and future development in Richmond.
A meeting has been set up between CoR and YVR for February 16, 2017. YVR shared the N70 contour
projections and flight path projections as part of phase 3. This is a more meaningful way to share noise to
the public.
·
City staff also recommend that the highlights and key directions of YVR's Five Year Noise Management
Plan be appropriately referenced and noted in the Master Plan.
Yes it will be.
Richmond staff support continued efforts by YVR, to minimize airport and aircraft day and night time
noise, by encouraging newer aircrafts and discouraging an increase in night flights.
The Ecological Network
Please ensure that the YVR 2037 Master Plan considers the following :
Policies contained in 2041 Richmond OCP, Chapter 9, Island Natural Environment (an Ecological
Network approach)- http://www.richmond.ca/ shared/assets/OCP 9000 environment34172.pdf, and
The Richmond 2015 Ecological Network Management Strategy:
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- http://www.richmond.ca/ shared/assets/Ecological Network Management Strategy42545.pdf.
Existing and proposed wildlife viewing or other ecological opportunities should also be noted in the Master
plan Amenities chapter.
Invasive Species Management Plan : Please address how invasive species will be references in the Master
Plan.
Discussion between YVR and CoR environment teams took place on January 31 prior to Lesley Douglas'
departure .
Invasive species management was discussed at the recent joint environmental meeting between YVR and
CoR. We have a draft Invasive Species Management Plan which can be discussed at the environment
focused meeting. The YVR 2037 Master Plan will reference support of native species and drought resistant
plants. Discussion between YVR and CoR environment teams took place on January 31 prior to Lesley
Douglas ' departure.
Richmond will continue to coordinate efforts with YVR regarding the City's Invasive Species Management
Plan.

8.

Land Use
(1) 2037 Master Plan : Land Use
Sustainability Theme: Staff support the Sustainability theme of the YVR Master Plan, as it will
complement Richmond's 2041 OCP sustainably theme (e.g. , accountability for social , economic, and
environmental issues, while meeting the business objectives of the Airport and the communities it
serves) .
Land Use Principles
City staff support:
- Airport and airport related uses and avoiding non airport related uses.
- Avoiding uses which generate non airport traffic (e.g., at the NE corner of the Dinsmore Bridge),
- CoR will be included in consultation regarding a sub-area plan for this land
Future YVR Sea Island land use should complement the following 2041 Richmond OCP Policy (page 612):
- "Support YVR in promoting airport-related industrial and office development on Sea Island that
enhances YVR as the Asia-Pacific Gateway hub of North America, minimizes City transportation
and servicing costs, and expands Richmond's business tax base and employment growth" (see
http://www. richmond .ca/cityhall/bylaws/ocp/sched 1.htm)
(2) Master Plan Map Land Use Designations
City staff recommend preparing a complete Plan map legend (e.g., include hatched areas).
Page 35 of the Discussion Guide states that new Master Plan land use designations will remain the
same (as the current plan); however, the colours (e.g ., on page 34 of the Discussion Guide), are not the
same, which makes cross referencing the 2027 Plan more time consuming.
o
The changes in colours were the graphic designer's artistic perspective for the 2027 land use
plan. We have reverted back to the core colours of the 2027 land use plan with slight revisions
for clarity.
Also, some land use designation titles have been changed (e.g., "Groundside Commercial" is now
referred to as "Groundside").
o
In the last Master Plan an incorrect version was shared (version control issue). The land use
definition for groundside has been revised for further clarification .
In keeping with standard municipal planning practice, City staff recommend that a series of map layers
be created. These may include separate layers for Land Use, Amenities , Transportation ("ground
access" components such as roads, trails, parking) and urban design framework.
o
We will consider this for a way of sharing our plan once finalized in Phase 4.
These suggested layers are aimed at enhancing the legibility and 'friendliness' of the Master Plan.
Also, City staff recommend that areas subject to future "area plans" be shown on the Land Use Plan.
(3) Future Area Plans
Two potential future Area Plans were identified at the October 21, 2016 Local and Regional Stakeholders
Meeting: (1) one for the area south of Templeton Station and (2) one between BCIT and the Dinsmore
Bridge. It was suggested by Mr. Craig Richmond, YVR, CEO, that these are the two most valuable airport
groundside areas. He also noted that the area south of Templeton Station could be considered for hightech, manufacturing, hotel, research and headquarter functions.
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City staff recommend that:
These and any other future Area Plan areas be clearly labelled in the Master Plan Land Use section,
The Land Use section of the Master Plan include reasons why these areas would be subject to a future
area planning process and what guiding principles would be in place (e.g ., focus on airport and airportrelates uses, minimize non -airport traffic, provide linkages to existing communities, create a strong
urban design framework, address the Fraser River),
The timing and development of the proposed YVR Templeton Business Park be clarified,
YVR and the City of Richmond meet early in Phase 3 of the YVR 2037 Master Plan, to review desired
land uses in these (and any other) sub areas,
A strategic development framework be prepared which capitalizes on each area's assets and aligns
with both YVR and City objectives ,
Metro Vancouver be involved in discussions related to land use.
Future sub-area plans will be addressed separately from the Master Plan, but the land uses are
designated and shared as part of hase 3.
(4) Urban Design
City staff recommend that an YVR Urban Design Framework be included as a chapter in the Master Plan
which would :
Build on YVR 's Gateway role and established design vision ,
Establish desired YVR urban design standards, for both the public and private developments.
Ensure an appropriate complementary design interface with adjacent municipalities (e.g., Richmond ,
Vancouver),
Guide future development along the Fraser River (e.g. , between BCIT and the Dinsmore Bridge), to
require a high quality urban realm and capitalize on the proximity to Richmond City Centre,
Incorporate wildlife viewing and other ecological opportunities along the Middle Arm.
The Master Plan does not delve into design standards but this work is being updated separately. Our
permitting process includes design standards and recommendations and our RFP process for major
projects includes specific design requirements. We maintain an objective of being universally
accessible and to share our valued unique West Coast sense of place.

Other (e.g., Engineering Concerns)
City staff recommend that the Master Plan contain an Engineering section to indicate how:
YVR's water, sanitary , storm and drainage systems are compatible with Richmond 's, and
YVR will manage flood protection and dike plans, and how they are compatible with Richmond 's.
Utilities will be addressed in the final plan and there is a technical report that has been developed. City of
Richmond staff and Metro Vancouver staff were involved in a Sea Island Water and Sanitary Utility Planning
Workshop .
Where relevant, potential climate change risks and uncertainties, as they pertain ·to Sea Island infrastructure,
are identified in the respective Master Plan technical chapters. In many cases the need for additional
analysis is identified. The development of a Climate Change Adaptation and Risk Management Plan will
enable climate change risks to be assessed and mitigated in a systematic manner, consistent with other
jurisdictions in Metro Vancouver and in keeping with best practice guidance . Work on this plan is anticipated
to begin in mid 2017.
10. Related Master Plan Documents
Please clarify what matters will be addressed in separate documents from the Master Plan , for example the:
Five-Year Airport Noise Management Plan (ANMP) which runs to the end of 2018 will subsequently be
updated (for 2019 - 2023), regarding noise contours and more specific noise management strategies,
Correct, but Noise contours will be included in Master Plan documentation as well.
Five Year Airport Environmental Management Plan (AEMP) which runs to the end of 2019 will subsequently
be updated (for 2020- 2024), to include environmental targets and action plans to address greenhouse gas
emissions , potable water, waste management and opportunities to improve ecosystem health,
Correct.
Airport Land Management Guidelines which will contain improved Building Urban Design Guidelines, and
Our land deJ@jgpment manual will be updated with urban design guidelines
Airport Urban Design Guidelines which will incorporate Sustainable Design Guidelines (e.g. , to address
energy efficiencies, salmon safe practices).
Sustainable Design Guidelines is a separate document but will be referenced in our Land Management
Guidelines and will be updated to be in alignment of current strategic objectives as well as to reference
~er technology.
9.

11 . Suggested Next Steps/ Phase 3
The following meetings or next steps are proposed:
Section 1: Phase 2 Consultation Process:
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Please provide Richmond Phase 2 consultation findings ;
o Our consultants are working to put this together but because the majority of our consultation
was in person and qualitative and summarized by grouf2, the report will represent general
themes.
Section 3: Master Plan Forecasting Methodology and Airside and Airspace:
Please convene a meeting with appropriate local and regional stakeholders to discuss a Regional
Airport Strategy,
o
We meet with regional airports regularly for information sharing.
Section 5: Amenities:
Please provide a large copy of the Potential Amenities map for further review and discussion during the
early stages of Phase 3,
o Potential amenities in phase 2 were intended to facilitate discussion about what is possible for
community amenities on Sea Island. We will share our amenities plan in Phase 4.
Section 6: Environment:
Please convene a meeting with YVR and City staff to further discuss the environmental items noted
above, and
o
This is complete. Meeting occurred on January 31.
Section 7: Land Use:
YVR and the City of Richmond should meet early in Phase 3, to review proposed land uses in potential
sub areas and prepare a strategic development framewo rk that capitalizes on each area's assets.
o
YVR shared this at the meeting on January 26.
We look forward to continue working with you on the Master Plan .
For clarification , please contact me at 604-276-4139 .
Terry Crowe
Manager, Policy Planning
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About this Report
Lucent Quay Consulting Inc. (Lucent Quay) prepared this report for Vancouver Airport Authority (YVR) .
. Lucent Quay is a Vancouver-based communications firm specializing in community and stakeholder
engagement. YVR retained Lucent Quay to develop, plan and implement YVR 2037, a multi-phase and
multi-year consultation in support of YVR's new Master Plan.
As part of its scope of work, Lucent Quay develops consultation input tools and reports on findings,
including analysis of all survey feedback and consultation input received. This consultation report
summarizes survey input received from Phase 2 consultation participants who identified themselves as
Richmond residents (as per question 33 of the feedback form). Phase 2 consultation took place from
September 2 through to November 1 5, 2016.
The complete Phase 2 consultation summary report with feedback received from all members of the
public and from stakeholders, including Richmond participants, is available at YVR2037.ca.
All feedback and input was sourced from YVR 2037's consultation website and its accompanying online
survey. The website and online survey was hosted by EngagementHQ, a third-party online community
engagement platform designed to help organizations connect with the public while protecting
anonymity of responses . EngagementHQ, not YVR, stores personal information collected in connection
with responses to the survey.
EngagementHQ stores all of its data in Canada and uses the latest firewall and encryption technology to
protect private information. YVR's collection, use and disclosure of personal information is regulated by
the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (Canada), or similar privacy
legislation applicable in the user's Province, as amended from time to time.

LUC E NT QUAY CONSU L T I NG I NC.
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1 Consultation Summary Results
Vancouver International Airport (YVR) updates its Master Plan every 10 years as a requirement of
the Airport Authority's Ground Lease with Transport Canada, and as a best practice for long-term
planning for the future airport. The four-phase Master Plan consultation and engagement process
develops a 20-year plan to guide land use decision-making while considering sustainability at each
step of the planning process.
During Phase 1 in 201 5, the Master Plan Team looked out 40 years (to 2057) and asked
participants what their airport of the future looked like. The feedback received during Phase 1
consultation informed the Master Plan Team's review as it looked at the 20-year planning period (to
2037); all remaining phases of consultation will focus on the 20-year period to 2037.
Phase 2 consultation, which ran from September 2 to November 1 5, 201 6, sought feedback on six
key focus areas for discussion: Terminals, Airside and Airspace, Ground Access, Environment,
Amenities, and Land Use.
This report summarizes feedback from Richmond residents only during Phase 2 consultation. A
comprehensive Phase 2 consultation summary report summarizing feedback received from all
members of the public and from stakeholders is available under separate cover on the Master Plan
website (YVR2037.ca).
A total of 162 feedback surveys were submitted for consideration during Phase 2, with 33 surveys
representing Richmond residents. The reader is cautioned that the results presented reflect the
views of a small sample of self-identified Richmond residents who opted to participate in the
consultation, and may not be representative of the broader Richmond community.
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1 .1 FEEDBACK SURVEY RESULTS
1. How did you learn about YVR 203 7 Phase 2 consultation? Please check all that apply.
(N=33) Respondents could select more than one option.
Media · and advertising played a significant role in informing Richmond residents about the
consultation process.

• Advertisements
• Friends/Neighbours
• YVR website (yvr.ca)
· YVR Master Plan website
(yvr2037 .ca)
YVR Twitter
• YVR Slog
• Email
• Media- Radio, TV, Newspaper
YVR Facebook Page
• Other (please specify):
You Tube

2%

2
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2. Did you learn about the YVR 203 7 consultation through any of the following
advertisements? Please check all that apply. (N=28)

Respondents could select more than one option.

• Facebook
• lnstagram
• Newspaper
• Online
Radio
• YouTube

3. Did you participate in Phase 1 consultation for YVR 203 7? (N=32)
Most Phase 2 participants (90 per cent) did not participate in Phase 1 .

29
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4. What comments, if any, do you have about the consultation process for YVR 203 7
Master Pl an? (N= 79)
Positive feedback on YVR's consultation process
Suggestions for additional notification and advertising
General comments on YVR's consultation process - request for
more in-depth discussions and a desire for the public workshops to
be longer in length
General suggestions for sustainability initiatives, such as
encouraging employees to use transit and more efficient aircraft
Desire for designated areas for walking and electric carts in the
terminal
Comment about ground access congestion, such as on the Arthur
Laing Bridge and Two Road Bridge
General comment about consultation process
Suggestion to include travelling public in consultation, such as
those flying through YVR

"Very cool process to
involve the community
[in]."

"Well organized/
managed consultation
process. Wish we had
more time in the focus
area discussions."

5. How would you like to be engaged in future phases of
consultation for YVR 203 7? (N=24)
Most respondents . noted that they would like to be notified
through email, social media or online engagement methods
Many respondents noted a desire to participate at in-person
meetings, workshops or community events
Many commented that continued surveys are a good way to be
engaged
Some participants noted general positive comments about the
consultation process
Other
engagement
methods
included
traditional
media
advertisements and through the YVR newsletter

"Town hall meetings,
especially for the
residents of Northeast
Richmond."

"[I] would be happy to
participate in the future
phases of Planning."

Additional General Comments:
Request to be engaged in future Master Plan consultation
Suggestion to outline benefits to individual residents
Suggestion to solve existing issues first
Suggestion for increased capacity at YVR Canada Line station
Request to consider impacts to nearby residents for future
planning
General comment about the consultation process

4
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6. Please review the statements below and select the one(s) that best describe your
experience with YVR 203 7 consultation. Please check all that apply.

(N=26) Respondents could select more than one option.
Sixty-two per cent of all respondents selected more than one statement to describe their
experience during the YVR 2037 consultation, with most noting the opportunity to share their
views and to learn something new, as noted in the chart below.

• I felt my input has the potential to
affect change at YVR
• I had an opportunity to share my
thoughts and opinions.
• 1learned something new about
YVR.
• My time was well spent.

5
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7. Please provide your contact information if you would like to receive YVR 203 7 Master
Plan project updates. (N=31)
Almost three-quarters of respondents (7 4 per cent) expressed interest in receiving updates and
provided contact information, as illustrated in the response detail below.

• Yes, please send
me updates.

23

8
• No, thanks. I'm
not interested.

Terminals
8. What have you seen or experienced at other airport terminals that you would like to
have at YVR? (N=29) Key theme responses include:
Desire for activities, entertainment, play areas and quiet areas
Positive support of existing YVR terminal
Suggestions for arrivals and departures vehicle area
Desire for layover accommodations such as showers and sleeping
pods
Desire for more shopping and restaurant options with mention of
including cultural diversity that Vancouver is known for, and duty
free shopping upon arrival, not at departures
Comments about improving baggage services, queue management,
and parking/shuttle service
Desire for improved cycling access and bike storage
Improved in-terminal amenities such as a passenger train, the
.number of moving walkways, and desire for improved viewing
decks
Desire for quieter nighttime operations, and related impacts on
nearby residents
Comments about streamlining airport security operations and
reducing bottlenecks

6

"I think YVR is a
worldwide leader."

"I would love to see a
sit down restaurant
beyond Milestones,
perhaps something that
reflects Vancouver like
dim sum."
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9. Please use the space provided below to share your comments or questions about the
proposed centralized expansion plan for future terminal improvements at YVR.
(N= 7 4) Responses include:
Desire for operational efficiency
Suggestion for increased moving walkways
Strong support for Centre terminal option and for a phased
planning approach
Support for status quo of terminals until change absolutely
necessary
·Questions about runways, security area, and transportation
between terminals
Suggestion to improve International terminal

"The centralized
expansion plan is good
and practical. This will
allow the normal
operations to be
smooth, even with the
ongoing expansion.
[It is also] an
opportunity to include
more outlets for
battery charging for
mobile
phones/computers and
other gadgets, and
virtual
reality /interactive
activities. YVR airport
can double up as a
tourist destination by
showcasing art, cuisine
and giving a glimpse of
the rest of Canada."

7
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1 0. Please use this space to provide any additional comments you have about existing
YVR terminals. (N= 78) Key theme responses include:
General positive comments on terminals
Support for terminal expansion
Desire for increased operational efficiency, including streamlined
security and improved noise mitigation
Suggestion for increased shopping, food options, and better value
choices
Desire for increased/improved seating
Suggestions for terminal design, including support for terminal art
General suggestion for improvement
Comment about increased capacity at Arrivals greeting area

"The terminals are
remarkably clean and
well kept by North
American standards. I
believe the YVR team
has much to be
proud of."

Airs~de/ Airspace

11. How important are each of the following airside activities to you, to achieve the
vision of creating a world-class sustainable gateway between Asia and
the Americas? Respondents could select more than one option.
Of the six airside activities, "Balancing the needs of the airport with those of the community
environment and business" was seen as most important, while minimizing noise and expanding on
existing environmental initiatives were seen as the most important overall. Results for each area are
shown in the following charts.

7 7. 7 Reduce delay for airlines and passengers (N=32)

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

8
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7 7.2 Minimize noise impacts to neighbouring communities (N=33)

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
11

Don't Know

7 7.3 Expand airport operations to add more air service and connections to more
destinations (N=33)
Don't Know, 0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

9
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7 7.4 Build upon our existing environmental initiatives to reduce GHG emissions and
conservation efforts (N=33)

Not Very Important,
0%

Don't Know, 0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

7 1.5 Balance the needs of the airport with those of the community environment and
business (N=33)

Not At All Important,
0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

10
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7 7. 6 Improve our runways and other airside infrastructure to accommodate potential
future growth (N=32)

Don't Know, 0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

11
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1 2. Please use the space below to provide any comments or suggestions about airside
operations at YYR (where aircraft operate on the ground, including runways,
taxiways and aprons). (N= 73) Responses include:
Support for North-South Taxiway
General support for improvements (e.g. taxiways, runway
expansion)
Concerns about noise impacts on nearby communities and
residential areas, specifically related to seaplanes and nighttime
operations
Concerns about location of de-icing facilities
Suggestion to maximize use of North Runway
Suggestion for additional plane spotting platforms

"I generally travel
internationally, so I
know the proposed
North-South Taxiway is
long overdue. Time and
fuel would be saved .. . "

·1 3. Please use the space below to provide any comments or suggestions about airspace
operations at YVR (where aircraft fly when arriving and depart ing) . (N= 74)
Responses include:
Comments about noise impacts on nearby communities and
residential areas, and recent improvements in this area
General support for current airspace operations at YYR
Comments about improved efficiency and safety
Comment that consideration needs to be taken when designing
flight paths over residential areas
Comment that early morning and late night flights should follow
flight paths with less noise
Suggestion to maximize use of and expand North Runway
Request for online radar tool showing incoming flights

"Noise abatement is a
concern for parts of
Richmond, however
newer plane technology
is helping here, plus
people need to know
living next to an
international airport has
drawbacks."

"Flight plans and hours
of operation need to be
sensitive to the needs
of neighbouring
residential areas."

12
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14. Our growth forecasts indicate that the need for an additional runway before 203 7 is
unlikely, however, a new runway will require a long lead-time for planning,
consultation, environmental assessment, approvals and construction, so it's
important to think about it now . Please use the space provided below to provide
your feedback about future runways at YVR. (N= 7 B) Key theme responses include:
General positive comments about an additional runway
Concerns about noise impacts of a new runway on nearby
communities and residential areas
Suggestions to maximize existing runway capacity prior to building
a new one
Comments that a new runway is not yet needed
Comments expressing opposition to a new runway
Comments about the cost associated with building a new runway
Concerns about environmental effects

"With the new runway
not being needed
before 2037, there is
great importance to
keep the existing
runways being highly
efficient."

15. Do you have a preference for either the Close-In South Parallel Runway or the
Foreshore Runway? Please check only one. (N=27)

6

• Prefer not to answer

7

• Prefer the Close-in South Parallel Runway

• Prefer the Foreshore Runway

Please explain your preference (N= 7B) Key theme responses for each include:

Foreshore Runway
Suggestions that the Foreshore Runway would reduce noise for local communities, and reduce
congestion
Suggestions the Foreshore Runway will allow for future growth
Concerns about environmental impacts associated with the Foreshore runway
Close-In South Parallel Runway
Comment that Close-In South Parallel Runway would have safety risks due to crosswinds

13
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General Comments
Suggestion to maximize capacity on existing runways before building new ones
The nearby community impacts should be considered
Comment that there is not enough information to make a decision
Comments that the preferred option is that which has least environmental impact

Ground Access
16. When travelling to YVR, currently which of the following modes are you most likely
to choose? Please check all that apply. (N=33)

• carpool
• Public Transit
• Single Occupancy Vehicle

Bicycle
• Other (please provide): Carshare/
Ride from others

14
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1 7. When travelling to YVR in the future, which of the following modes are you most
likely to choose? Please check all that apply. (N=33)

1%
• Bicycle
• car sharing (e.g. Car2Go, ZipCar,
EVO, Modo)
• carpool
• Public Transit
Ride sharing (e.g. Uber, Lyft)
• Single Occupancy Vehicle
Iii Taxi

"' Other (please provide): Carshare/
Ride from others

15
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1 8. YVR is considering a number of different projects to improve ground access to and
from the airport in the future. How important to you are each of the following
ground access considerations? Please select all that apply.
Of the four ground access considerations, a "priority lane on Russ Baker Way for airport bound
traffic" was seen as most important consideration, followed closely by the other three, as illustrated
in the charts below.

Provide a priority lane on Russ Baker Way for airport bound traffic to bypass Vancouver
Richmond traffic (N=3 7)
·
Don't Know, 0%

Moderately Support,
0%

16%
• Strongly Suport
• Support
• Moderately Support
• Neutral
Do Not Support
• Don't Know
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Construct a separated cycling lane on the Arthur Laing Bridge (N=30)

• Strongly Suport
• support
• Moderately Support
• Neutral
Do Not Support
• Don't Know

Extend Templeton Street between Grant McConachie Way and Russ Baker Way (N=32)

• strongly Suport
• support
• Moderately Support
• Neutral
Do Not Support
• Don't Know

17
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Provide a fast bus service to and from the Surrey Park and Ride to YVR (N=3 1)

13%

• Strongly Suport
• Support
• Moderately Support
• Neutral
Do Not Support
• Don't Know

19. YVR has frequent rapid transit service (Canada Line). Please use the space below to
comment on what, if anything, would make you more likely to take transit to and
from the airport or other Sea Island destinations. (N=27) Key theme responses
include:

Remove Translink addfare from Canada Line ticket cost
Create connections to Canada Line from Fraser Valley (e.g. Surrey,
Maple Ridge, etc.)
Extended/24-hour Canada Line service times, and more frequent
service
Better transit connections to get to Canada Line from other areas
of city
Increase station size and accessibility for travellers
Transit not convenient to use due to area of residence
General positive comments about current Canada Line service
Work with Translink to add luggage racks and other related
services to trains and buses
Extension of Canada Line from Richmond Centre to Railway Avenue
Add other Sea Island stations, . such as McArthur Glen Outlet Mall,
Delta Hotel, Harbour Air and the South Terminal

18

"YVR should consider
working with Translink
to provide express bus
service to YVR from
areas that are not
connected via the
Canada line. Bus
services are not
designed currently for
airport passengers."
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20. Please use the space provided below to share any comments or questions you have
about ground access to and from YVR? (N= 1 7) Key theme responses include:
Improve infrastructure to local bridges, including Arthur Laing,
Dinsmore and Moray bridges
Add separated, paved bike lanes to improve cyclist accessibility
to YVR
General positive comments about current YVR ground access
Support for Templeton extension to Russ Baker Way
Improved design and safety of passenger pick-up area
Suggestion to fine those who ignore signage and rules
Comment that vehicles provide quicker access than transit
Suggestion to maximize all roads on Sea Island prior to adding
infrastructure

19

"A separated, paved
cycling network already
gets from Richmond to
the Flight Path Park,
then it dumps you onto
the street again.
Extend that along
Templeton up to the
Outlet Mall... and
ideally bring it all the
way up along the north
end of Sea Island to
lona."
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Environment
21. Based on your experience, do you have any recommendations of innovative
environmental management practices or initiatives that YVR should consider?
(N= 79) Key theme responses include:
Support for alternate energy sources such as solar panels, wind
turbines, kinetic energy collection
Some noted energy conservation initiatives
Recycling initiatives; reduce use of paper
Some mentioned tree planting
Support for rain water capture
Positive comments on current environmental initiatives
Comments about reduction noise and air pollution
Suggestion to follow industry standards, such as Platinum LEED
standard
One respondent noted that they do not have enough information
to comment
Suggestion to install ground power for aircraft

"There is a huge roof
area that could be used
for solar panels. YVR
should aim to be (as an
airport terminal) a zero
emission building
through various
initiatives in 20 years."

22. We are considering several new projects for environmental planning in the future.
Please use the space provided for any comments you have about these projects or
environmental management at YVR. (N= 73) Key theme responses include:
Overall strong support for all new projects listed for YVR's
environmental planning
Positive comments about environmental initiatives
Support for in-terminal composting facility
Support for increasing number of gates with pre-conditioned air
units so that aircraft can turn off their engines and reduce idling
Support for rainwater capture and reuse in the termina~
Support for District Energy Geoexchange, if affordable
Support for recycling initiatives, such as reducing paper use
Solar panels, wind turbines, kinetic energy collection
Suggestion for recycling awareness education, to help people learn
how to properly recycle
Suggestion to use shore power for RCMP vehicle at terminal to
reduce idling

20

"All good. Let's make
YVR sustainable as
much as possible."

"I applaud your efforts
to minimize any
negative impact future
expansion of the
airport will have on the
community at large.
Some will be more
practical than others."
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Amenities
23. What amenities on Sea Island do you use today? (N= 17) Key theme responses
include:
Many indicated they visit the McArthur Glen Designer Outlet Mall
Many indicated they use the food court and restaurants
Many indicated they used plane spotting locations at YVR
Some indicated they use lona Beach and Park
Some respondents noted that they primarily use the airport and
parking facilities, without any specific amenities
Some said they use the walking trails and bike paths
Some respondents indicated they do not use Sea Island amenities
Some respondents said they use Larry Berg Flight Path Park
Other responses included: Flying Beaver, hotel restaurants and
airport lounges

21

"I frequently cycle to
lona Beach. I would use
the plane spotting area
north of the runway,
but there is limited
parking there."

"I take my son on the
train to the terminal
viewing platform and
McArthur Glen. [I'm
also a] frequent user of
bike paths and Flight
Path Park."
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24. How important are each of the following amenities to you? Please select al l that
apply.
Of the six types of amenities, natural areas, a plane spotting platform and walking trails were seen
as the top three priorities, as illustrated in the charts below.

Plane Spotting Platform (N=33)

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
' Not At All Important
• Don't Know

Walking Paths (N=32)
Don't Know, 0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
, , Not At All Important
• Don't Know
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Road Improvements for Commuter Cycling (N=32)
Don't Know, 0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

Recreational Cycling (N=33)

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
i1 Fairly Important

• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know
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Multiuse Pathways (N=3 7)
Don't Know, 0%

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
Not At All Important
• Don't Know

Natural Areas (N=32)

• Extremely Important
• Very Important
• Fairly Important
• Not Very Important
' Not At All Important
• Don't Know
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25. YVR offers a variety of amenities on Sea Island and at the airport and has plans to
introduce new amenities in the future. What would increase your interest in using
amenities at YVR? (N= 18) Key theme responses include:
Many indicated a desire for a separated cycling network
Many people noted increasing accessibility
Support for more plane spotting locations
Some said YVR should focus on its operational efficiency instead
Some noted food court and restaurant options, including food
trucks at outdoor venues on Sea Island
Desire for additional park and recreation areas on Sea Island,
including more walking trails
Other responses included: sports facilities, employee discounts
and quiet areas.
Comment noting unfamiliarity with existing amenities
Suggestion to remove airport fee on Canada Line
Suggestion to showcase B.C. and Canadian art and products in
airport
Suggestion to make airport feel like "community hub"

"Offer more local BC
and Canadian products.
Include nicely designed
products that will
showcase the creativity
of people."

26. In order to improve amenities at YVR, what other recreational opportunities should
YVR consider? (N= 75) Responses include:
Support for interactive and recreational activities for children
Some suggested fitness facilities or sporting venues
Some respondents said tree planting and park creation, including
park benches and outdoor seating areas
Some said to focus on operational efficiency instead
Some focused on access, specifically to lona Park
Amenities mentioned included golf courses, gym, multi-use
observation platform and grocery store
Suggestion to improve/pave multi-use pathways around Sea Island

25

"Tree planting and park
creation of lands south
of BCIT to match
Richmond's future
river-front park.
Perhaps with a board
and/or pedestrian and
cyclist bridge
connection."
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Land Use
27 . We recommend maintaining the existing land use designations. Among the six land
use designations, please indicate if you are interested in any of the areas, and if yes,
why. Please check all that apply. (N=20)

Respondents could select more than one option.

• Airfield
• Airside
• Ground Access and Parking
• Groundside
Passenger Terminal
• Recreation Area

26
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28. As part of our work in the future, we will develop sub-area plans for each land use
designation. What comments or questions, if any, do you have related to the
development of sub-plans? (N=B) Responses include:
Comments about improving ground access
Comments indicating interest in public consultation for the area
sub-plans
Suggestion to work with community groups such as Richmond
Active Transit Committee, HUB-YVR

"Airfield, ground access
and recreational areas
all interest the public
and we should be
consulted."

29. How w0uld you like to be informed and engaged as we
develop these sub-area plans? (N= 74) Key theme responses include:
Majority indicated they would like to be informed by email and
online
Other respondents indicated a preference for public meetings and
events and newspaper advertisements
Suggestion to publish meeting minutes for public review and
understanding of decision-making process
Suggestion to notify through the Richmond Active Transit
Committee

Additional general comments included:
Increase staffing in security lines to move more efficiently
Questions about changes to ground access for YVR

27
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30. Please use the space provided below for any additional comments or questions you
have about land use at YVR. (N=9) Responses include:

•
•
•
•

28

Improving customer experience
YVR is already too large for Richmond
Introduce use of virtual reality technology to visualize proposed
land use amendments/changes
Improve/pave multi-use pathways around Sea Island
Question about how far expansion plans extend into water

"Pave the path from
McArthur Glen to lona."
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General
31. Which of the following best describes you? Please check only one. (N=33)
Residents living near the airport represented the majority of respondents (58 per cent), followed by
YVR customers (1 5 per cent).

Industry or business
association member,
0%

9%

15%

Municipal or regional
government
representative, 0%

AJJ. .
9%

YVR tenant, 0%

• Aviation or tourism industry member
• Community association member
• Environmental, community or specialinterest group representative
• Industry or business association
member
Member of the public
• Municipal or regional government
representative
• Resident living near the airport

58%

Environmental,
community or specialinterest group
representative, 0%

~ YVR

customer

YVR tenant
Other (please specify)

Other (please specify):
Canadian Voter
Very frequent flyer
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32. Please indicate your age range. (N=33)

• 18 and under

• 19-24
• 25-44

65-74

30
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3 3 . Where do you live? (N=33)
This report is based on feedback received from Richmond residents only.

34. Where do you primarily work/attend school? (N=33)
Majority of respondents indicated that they work on Sea Island ( 1 2 per cent), or elsewhere in Richmond
(34 per cent), followed by Vancouver (24 per cerit).

• sea Island
• Other Richmond
• Vancouver
• Burnaby
Delta
Burnaby, 0%

• Surrey
• Other Lower Mainland (please
specify)
~ Other

(please specify)

Other Lower Mainland (please specify)

Other (please specify)

New Westminster

Another city (work for airline and
"commute")
Retired
Work from home (Steveston)

31
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departe d an d connected, vi a 55 a irlines. to mo re than
122 destinations worldwide .
YVR is commi tt ed to being a leader in SLJstain ab il ity. We're
also committed to creating a n airp ort that British Columbia
can be proud of-a premier global gateway, a local economic

in th e communi ty we serve, sets the strateg ic vision for the
future an d provi des accoun tab ility a nd oversigh t far the
management of th e Airpo rt Autho rity and YVR. As there ar e
no shareholders. we reinvest all profits back into airport
operations and development to maintain th e highest level
of safety and efficiency.

generato r a nd a community contributor. We are yo ur a irpo rt
and we take pride in managing it for you .

Between 2013 and 2015, YVR passenger numbers
increased by over one million per year. In 2016. those
nu mbe rs grew by another two million. By year's end, we
served a record-setting 22.1 million trave llers who arrived,

· -·· ···

busiest airpor t. managed by Vancouver Airport Autho ritya community- based, not-for - profit organization. Our Board
of Directo rs. nominated by municipalities and organization s

Vancouver International Airport (YVRI is Canada's second

ABOUT VANCOUVER
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT [YVR)

l

-

I
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TERMINALS

experiences, layover amenities such as sleeping pods

to accommodate 35 million passengers and can be
incrementally updated and adapted in response to
our growth . We will maintain operations at the South
Term inal Building and protect adequate land for the
ongoing operation of the float plane terminal which
supports our regional connectivity. Lookin g beyond our
some of these ideas wi ll be implemented as our

terminal is expanded.

land within our airfield· for a satellite terminal.

move through our terminal safely and efficiently.
We have shared thi s wealth of ideas with our terminal
planning team and look forward to showing you how

comprehensive mobility plan to ensure passengers

need for another terminal. Therefore, we will protect

35 million passenger mo vements, there is a potential

spoke about more diverse food options and res taurant

Our proposed termina l configuration is designed

and showers, opportunities for bringing the West Coast
outdoors into the terminal-and the integration of a

from experiences at other airports around the world
to incorporate into our terminal design. Participants

our recommended centralized terminal expansion.

We received many innovative ideas and suggestions

During Phase 2 consultation for the Master Plan,
we heard from participants abo Lit their support for

PLN - 277

TERM INAL EXPANSION

We are already planning and designing
our next expansion s, starting w ith Pier D
and the East Concourse .

Our current term in al can accommodate
25 million passengers. We have had
excep ti onal growth, greeting a recordbreaking 22 million passengers in 2016.

TERMINALS

l

l
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Within the next 10 yea rs, we will build the North-South
Taxiway INST)-an above-g ra de taxiway where planes will

the lo ng lead time. we an ticipate that planning for an
addi tional runway wi ll occur during the timeframe of the
2037 Master Plan:

taxi over Grant McConach ie Way and the Canada Lin e.

stakeholders . We va lu e your input a nd wi ll co nsu lt wit h
you as we exp lore options in the future .

e nvironm ental permitting an d regu latory req uire me nt s
w hich ca n tak e upwards of 10 years to comp let e. Given

environmental and cost concerns relating to the Fores hore
Runway. This is an important issue for our commun ity and

the proximity to the City of Richmond for the Close -In
South Parallel Runway and we recognize that there are

that there are concerns relati ng to noise impacts and

A new runway requires extensive planning. consultation,

infrastructure for future growth. We will add ress these
matters thoughtfully while maximizing our current
resources to delay the need for an additional runway.

heard that it was imp ortant to red uce delays for airlines
and passengers and to improve runways and airside

is a complicated and important decision, we acknowledge

Foresho re or Close -In South Parallel Ru nway. The
feedback we received was s plit down the middle, with one
thi rd of respondents undecided. We understand that this

technology and standards whi le balancing the need for
a sustainable airpor t for our community. In Phase 2. we

In Phase 2, We asked it there was a preference for the

As an international airport, YVR provides the infrastructure
and operational services to meet evolving industry

AIRSIDE & AIRSPACE

•.. . .

'

AIRS IDE&. AIRSPACE

On the horizon since our 2027 Master Plan, this res ulted in
const ructing the Canada Line at ground level at Templeton
and Sea Island stations. Bu ilding the NST provides a direct
link between the runway ends and the terminal, enabling
a more balanced use of the para llel runways and an
airfield that is more effic ient. It also mean s shorter tax ii ng
dista nces for aircra ft . thereby reducing greenhouse gases,
cost and taxi ing time for passengers and airlines.

·~ -~~ · ··

In th e near term, we will exp lore expanding the use of
t he North Runway tor depa rtu res to delay the need for
an additional runway. We wi ll also begin planning for the

PLN - 279
neighbouring communi ties.

continue to strive to minimize noise impacts fo r our

th at are qu ieter and more efficient. As we grow. we will

Innovation in aviation has led to the development of planes

discussi ng th1 s aspect of th e project in 2017.

out and engaging the comi'nunity, sharing in fo rmation and

constr uction of the North Runway End Sa fety Areas and
potential runway extension. We look forward to getting

PLN - 280
getting on and off the Canada Line.

roa d wor k projects.

improve transit options fo r air passengers, employees
and cargo. We w ill also work with the British Columbia
Ministry of Transpo rtation and In frastruc tur e and the Ci ty
of Richmond to en hance t he connection between Highway
99 and Sea Island. including th e rep lacement of the
Moray Channel Br idge and network improvements.

and staging areas are alloca ted.

processes. ensuring that adeq uate curbside infrastructure

cons ul t with government and stakeholde rs. as app rop r iate,
to develop the necessary regulations and permitting

peer cCir renta l.and autono mous vehicles at YVR an d wilt

We w ill prepare for ridesharing , carsharing, peer · to ·

include cycling and pedest rian infrastructure in upcoming

We wi tt wo rk with Trans link and regional agencies to

to ex pand ca pacity on the Canada Line. We will monitor
and proactively address YVR Airport Statio n capacity

Bridge. YVR"s pa r kade, the Sea Island road network and

to various oth er infrastruct ure such as the Dinsmore

constraints in an effort to provide a seamless ex peri ence

feedback on va rious ground access and road infrastructure

10-Year Infrastructure Plan which includes initiatives

options. There was strong support for the Russ Baker Way
high priority vehicle la ne and the extension of Templeton
Street to Russ Baker Way. Both optio ns will be explored
furthe r. We will also implement upgrades or replacement

In Phase 2, we learned about your l evel of sup port and

to YVR on transit. Translink is implementing the ir

•

Large numbers of people exp ressed a desire to travel

GROUND ACCESS

•• ·• • • •

ENVIRONMENT

Sustainabilily is embedded in YVR's corporate culture and
is intrinsic to our strategy and bu siness practices, We
strive to be a world class sustai nable airport that values
exce llence in environmental management. We do this by
reducing our impact on Sea Island and the su rrounding
environment through a variety of methods. These include
the management of wildlife to keep birds and planes safe,
management of sto rm water and protecting water quality,
management of waste with diverse recycli ng and organics
programs. We recently became the world's first ·SalmonSafe certified airport whi ch acknowledges our ongoing
efforts and commitment to transform our land and water
management practices. These practices and standards
will guide our operation and development in the future
as we strive to innovate and improve the way we manage
our airport and Sea Island.
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Feedback in Phase 1 consultation highlighted that we
about the region's desire for sustainable travel options
that reduce carbon emissions and for YVR to be a selfsustai ning airport with a reduced environmental foo tpri nt.
Phase 2 consultation built upon this foundation-here,
you provided us with specific suggestions on potential
infrastructure . projects and programs that could be
implemented and that could help balance the diverse
environmenta l aspects of managing an ai rport.

share a similar vision with our communities. We learn ed

./

• Installation of additional electric vehicle charging
stations.
• Increasing availability of pre-conditioned air for
aircraft at gates. Planes plug-in to YVR's power.
• Rainwater capture and reuse in terminal.
• Increasing drought resis tant pla nts in landscaping .
• More solar panels.
• Developing a coordinated strategy for waste
management on Sea Island.
• Alternative energy sources such as a District Ene rgy
Geoexchange System.

suggestions are programs that we have we ll underway
suc h as:

We received innovative ideas for initiatives to implement
at the airport. The gooq news is that many of these

environmental sustainability. It includ es a framework
to guide sustainable enviro nmental management of
the airport, key strategic environmental priorities and
goals, targets and actions to advance environmental
performance and ecosystem health.

minimize our waste. We will continue to update our
Environmental Management Plan every 5 years which
will identify specific programs and initiatives to achieve

As our airport grows, we will continue to seek
opportunities to integrate alternative ene rgy sources,
initiate the capture and reuse of rainwater: and

ENVIRONt-tENT · - - - - ·-·
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oppo rtu ni ties on Sea Island to promote active recreatio n
and access to nature so our community can enjoy th e

incredible, diverse offerings of Sea Island .

plane spotting location for the North Runway and deve lop

a continuous pathway system from the Terminal to the
Templeton Canada Line station and from the Designer
Outlet to Flight Path Pa rk along Templeton Street.

We will endeaVor to communicate the vario us leisure

pathway around the island on the dyke from the Sea
Island Conservation Area to the Coast Guard facility.

a continuous. un iversally access ible, mul ti -use

In coordination with othe r organizations responsible
for land use on Sea Island, we will work to complete

green space and other amenities are incorporated into
projects as we continue to grow. YVR 2037 will include a

co mmu nity. We respec t this and wilt ensure that adequate

on Sea Isla nd . In Phase 2, we learned that Sea lsla nd·s
history a nd public spaces are importa nt to the local

and tha t includes help in g to provid e recreational amenit ies

We are com mitted to being a good commu nity steward -

COMMUNITY
AMENITIES

17
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• GROUND ACC ESS AND PAR KI NG
Land that enables the flow of goods a nd peop le to. from an d
around Sea Is land. Includes bridges, roads, the Canada Line,
cycling and wa lki ng co rridors. pu bli c and emp loyee parki ng,
co mme rcia l tra nspo rtati.o n a nd car re ntals. Interim us es
are permitted .

AIRSIDE
Land for existing and future uses that requ ire direct access
to th e a irfield. Priori ty to be given to those uses requiring access
to ai rcraft !cargo buildi ngs. ai rcraft ma intenance. etc.! <'tnd the n
to th ose uses requi ri ng ve hi cte access to the airf ield. Inte rim
uses are permi tt ed.

• TERM INAL
Land for ex isting and fu t ure passenge r term inal fac il it ies,
aprons. and ancillary commercial and operational uses.
Inte r im uses a re per mi tted.

• RECREATIONAL AREA
Designate lands for rec re:ational use-s.

• GRDUNDSIDE
Land for uses not re quiring direct access to the airf1eld. Uses can be:
1. Aviation Related: Uses that are direc tly related to ongoing
a irport operations.
2. Avia tion Depe nd e nt: Uses tha t be ne fi t from close access
to aviation services .
3. Aviation Compa tible: Uses that support the ongoing
deve lopmen t of YVR as a sustainable gateway a nd
connecting hub .
Int erim uses a re permi tted .

. AIRFIE LD
Land for existing and future ai rfield to s u pport the safe
movement of aircraft. Includes runways, runway end safety
areas . taxiways, airside roads, nav igational ai ds ~nd othe r
facili ties. Inter im uses are permitted .

LA ND USE PLAN 2037 MAP

LAND USE
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Canad a

P.O. Box 23750
Airport Posta l Outlet
Richmond. BC
with you once it is approved.

Al the culmination of lhis phase we will be sharing
YVR 2037 with the Fede ral Minister of Transport for
approval. We look forward to sha ring our officia l plan

at Vancouver International Ai rpor t.

February 20. We hope to see you at our Open House
on Wednesday, February 8, 2017 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

You can also download a feedback form online and
ma il it to:

Phase 3 consultation will be open from January 18 to

We want to ensure that our plan aligns with your

vision of YVR 2037. Please provide your feedback
online at www.YVR2037.ca.

NEXT STEPS
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ATTACHMENT 5

YVR's Planning Document Hierarchy
1.

Flight Path 2037 (released on January 18, 2017): YVR's overarching blueprint for the future includes a
Capital Plan, Terminal Plan, Financial Plan and the YVR 2037 Master Plan;

2.

YVR Five Year Strategic Plan

3.

YVR Annual operating Plan

4.

YVR 2037 Master Plan (Current Focus)
includes Utility chapter (e.g., utilities, water, sanitary, storm drainage)

5.

YVR Sub - Area Plans
51

YVR anticipates that the 1 one will be the YVR Templeton Office Park, east of the Templeton
Station, and the lands between BCIT and the Dinsmore Bridge.

6.

Sea Island Infrastructure Upgrade Plan (not public)
addresses utilities, water, sanitary, storm drainage)
YVR will update it over the next couple of years

7.

YVR Airport Land Management Guidelines which will:
A.) improve YVR's Airport Building Urban Design Guidelines (e.g., design standards, universal
accessibility, West Coast uniqueness), and
B.) incorporate Sustainable Design Guidelines, to address energy efficiencies and salmon safe
practices.

8.

YVR Five-Year Aeronautical Noise Management Plan (NMP) which:
A.) YVR' latest 2037 Airport Noise Exposure Frequency (NEF) Study does not change its existing 2015
NEF contours or their noise impacts which the City uses to manage its 2041 Official Community Plan
(OCP) Aircraft Noise Sensitive Development (ANSD) uses (e.g., residential, provincially approved K12 school and day care facilities, and hospitals);
B.) YVR's The Current Five-Year Aeronautical Noise Management Plan (NMP):
runs to the end of 2018, and
will subsequently be updated (for 2019 - 2023), as necessary regarding noise contours and more
specific noise management strategies.

9.

YVR Five Year Environmental Management Plan (EMP) which:
A.) runs to the end of 2019, and
B.) will subsequently be updated (for 2020- 2024), to address:
environmental targets and action plans, and
greenhouse gas emissions,
potable water,
waste management and
opportunities to improve ecosystem health;

10. YVR Invasive Species Management Plan.
11. YVR Climate Change Adaptation and Risk Management Plan,

5390227
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